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ABSTRACT
Heterogeneity in relaxation rates is a well-established feature of supercooled
liquids. It implies the existence of a rate-exchange process to restore ergodicity, but the
experimental characterization of that exchange has been incomplete and controversial. This
dissertation develops three-dimensional (3D) correlation functions that provide a welldefined measure of rate exchange from single-molecule measurements. This approach is
demonstrated on both single-molecule dichroism measurements and atomistic simulations
of molecular rotation in ortho-terphenyl.
The first project develops non-parametric analysis of nonexponential and
multidimensional kinetics. The quantification of nonexponential (dispersed) kinetics has
relied on empirical functions, which yield parameters that are neither unique nor easily
related to the underlying mechanism. Multidimensional kinetics provide more information
on dispersed processes, but a good approach to their analysis is even less clear than for
standard, one-dimensional kinetics. This method analyzes kinetic data in one or many
dimensions with a nonparametric scheme: it quantifies nonexponential decays without
relying on a specific functional form. The quantities obtained are directly related to
properties of the mechanism causing the rate dispersion.
The second project applies ensemble-based multidimensional analysis and nonparametric approach on state-of-the-art single-molecule dichroism data to extract a detailed
correlation function for rotational-rate exchange. Rate exchange near the glass transition is
measured with unprecedented detail. Exchange is distinctly slower than alpha relaxation,
v

implying the existence of a corresponding long-lived structure that is not accounted for in
current theories. A fast phase of exchange is also observed and is assigned to molecules in
the boundaries of rate-correlated spatial regions.
The third project measures the dynamics in the crossover region. In a supercooled
liquid, the crossover temperature Tc separates a high-temperature region that is described
by mode-coupling theories from a low-temperature region where random first-order
transition theory applies. An all-atom molecular-dynamics simulation of o-terphenyl well
below Tc (α-relaxation time > 14 μs) is analyzed with new statistical methods to reveal the
molecular features associated with this change in mechanism. At Tc and below, a distinct
state emerges that immediately precedes a rotational jump. Rate heterogeneity is already
the dominant cause of nonexponential decays at the crossover. Exchange within the
distribution of rates exchange is faster than α-relaxation at Tc (290 K), becomes the same
at lower temperatures (272.5 K), trending toward a recent experimental observation of
exchange slower than α-relaxation near the glass transition (244.5 K).
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Overview
Most liquids crystallize at their melting point Tm. Those that avoid crystallization
form supercooled liquids. As the temperature decreases below Tm, the viscosity increases
rapidly, and the relaxation time slows tremendously. The average relaxation time increases
from a few picoseconds near Tm to hundreds of seconds at the glass-transition temperature
Tg. Eventually, a supercooled liquid undergoes a transition to an amorphous solid at Tg.
With decreasing temperature, relaxation dynamics in supercooled liquids becomes
nonexponential, and its rate is dispersed over a range of values. There are two possible
mechanisms that can cause this rate dispersion: heterogeneous and homogeneous. In a
heterogeneous mechanism, every molecule has exponential kinetics, but each has a
different relaxation rate. In a homogeneous mechanism, every molecule has the same
relaxation shape, but that shape is inherently nonexponential.
Experimental and simulation studies have attributed this rate dispersion to rate
heterogeneity. Another important characteristic of supercooled liquids is the rate-exchange
process. Since supercooled liquids are equilibrium systems, there is an exchange between
different rate subensembles of the liquid. The timescale on which the rate constants
fluctuate from faster to slower or vice-versa is defined as the rate-exchange time.
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Despite numerous attempts to measure rate-exchange by a variety of experiments
such as deep photobleaching, multidimensional NMR, solvation line shapes and singlemolecule studies, there has been no consensus on the properties of the exchange process.
The Berg has developed multidimensional correlation functions that provide a well-defined
measure of rate-exchange. This approach is demonstrated on both single-molecule
experiments and computer simulations of molecular rotation in supercooled orthoterphenyl (OTP).
This dissertation discusses the following primary questions about the rateexchange process: (1) For a long time now, the structural relaxation time (the time taken
by a system to reach equilibrium after it is perturbed) has been the slowest timescale for a
supercooled liquid. But some reports indicate exchange times to be much longer. What is
the mean exchange time relative to the structural relaxation time? (2) The primary
relaxation in supercooled liquids is dispersed. Is exchange exponential, or does it also show
dispersed relaxation? (3) Rotational relaxation in supercooled liquids changes its
mechanism from a continuous infinitesimal motion (diffusive) to a discontinuous jump
motion upon cooling. Is there is a similar change in exchange relaxations? (4) The
disappearance of rate dispersion at higher temperatures is well documented. As the
temperature is increased, is the dispersion lost because exchange times become faster than
the rotation times or because the magnitude of dispersion decreases, while exchange
remains slow?
The work described within produced two published articles and relate to Chapters
2 and 3, and the rest two manuscripts related to chapter 4 and 5 are under preparation.
Chapter 2 discusses the nonparametric scheme that was developed to analyze
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multidimensional kinetic data, without relying on a specific function form and is published
as: Berg, M. A.; Kaur, H. Journal of Chemical Physics 2017, 146, 054104. Chapter 3
discusses the multidimensional analysis of single-molecule dichroism data and is published
as: Kaur, H.; Verma, S.D.; Paeng, K.; Kaufman, L.J. and Berg. M. A. Phys. Rev. E 2018,
98, 040603. Chapter 4 discusses the measurement of dynamics in the crossover region from
atomistic simulations. This manuscript is currently under preparation and is expected to be
submitted soon. Chapter 5 discusses the detailed analysis of the simulations with
multidimensional methods and quantitative modeling. This manuscript is also under
preparation.

1.2 Nonparametric analysis of nonexponential and multidimensional
kinetics: I. Quantifying rate dispersion, rate heterogeneity and
exchange dynamics
The characterization of exponential kinetics is straightforward; the rate constant
captures the entire dynamical information. However, in complex systems such as micelles,
supercooled liquids and ionic liquids, kinetics becomes nonexponential or dispersed. The
pre-existing methods of analyzing nonexponential data rely on empirical function forms,
stretched exponential being the most popular example. They yield quantities that are not
capable of explaining the underlying mechanism causing rate dispersion. Moreover, the
number of fit parameters and their values depend heavily on the fitting procedure and the
type of measurement; which makes comparison between different experiments nearly
impossible. These parametric forms are useful only for systems where the mechanism is
well-understood, which is rarely the case in complex materials.
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Multidimensional kinetics in principle can provide more information on dispersed
processes. Two-dimensional (2D) correlations resolve the rate dispersion into
heterogeneous and homogeneous mechanisms and 3D correlations measure rate exchange.
Although in theory these functions have the potential to measure complex kinetics, their
application to real data and the extraction of dynamical timescales is complicated. The goal
is to develop new methods, which simplify the use of multidimensional correlation decays.
A nonparametric scheme is proposed and successfully demonstrated on a simple, but
general, model of dispersed kinetics—a nonexponential homogeneous decay combined
with slowly exchanging rate heterogeneity.
In this method, a time decay is transformed into a decay spectrum. The decay
spectrum resembles a probability distribution curve having a peak and a width. Logmoments of decays, which parallel the standard moments of distributions (mean, standard
deviation, etc.), are introduced for this alternate spectral form. Kinetic spectra are defined
to visualize the data. The first log-moments give a geometric-mean relaxation time. Second
log-moments quantify the magnitude of rate dispersion, the fraction of the dispersion due
to heterogeneity, and the dynamics of exchange between different rate subensembles. A
suitable combination of these moments isolates exchange dynamics from threedimensional kinetics without contamination by the rate-filtering effects.

1.3 Biphasic Rate Exchange in Supercooled o-Terphenyl from an
Ensemble Analysis of Single-Molecule Data
Rate dispersion is a well observed phenomenon in supercooled liquids. In the
recent years, rate heterogeneity has been widely accepted as an important cause of
dispersion. This heterogeneity is accompanied by a continuous rate exchange between
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different subensembles. A variety of molecular dynamics simulations and experiments
including deep photobleaching, solvation dynamics, 2D NMR and single-molecule
approaches have attempted to capture the dynamic nature of these heterogeneities.
However, due to lack of suitable analysis methods, exchange has been difficult to measure
in a manner that gives consistent results. Apart from the contradictory exchange timescales,
there has been no study that provides mechanistic insights into the exchange process.
Single-molecule (SM) dichroism experiments have been the most intuitive
approach to overcome these limitations. They measure rotations of fluorescent probe
molecules in a host liquid. Circularly polarized light is focused on a dilute sample to ensure
uniform excitation of fluorescent probes. Emission from the probe molecules is split into
two orthogonal polarizations, Is(t) and Ip(t), and collected by two detectors. The measured
intensities are used to calculate linear dichroism. A plot of dichroism with respect to time
is called a trajectory of a molecule. These trajectories are collected for hundreds of
molecules. In a conventional SM analysis, a standard 1D correlation is calculated from
each of these trajectories and the resulting decays are individually fit with stretched
exponential function, C(t) = exp[(-τ / T) β ] . Deviation of β from 1 (β < 1) indicates the
extent of rate dispersion in the system.
Although this procedure seems intuitively correct, it fails because of the effect of
finite trajectory lengths. Photobleaching of the probes makes it difficult to collect long
trajectories that can capture the complete rate exchange. Another problem is the huge noise
in the single-molecule trajectories, which makes extracting any information difficult. To
avoid these problems, the Berg group has proposed the use of multidimensional correlation
functions that average over the full ensemble.

5

Full ensemble 2D correlation functions measure kinetics over two time intervals, τ1
and τ3. The two time-intervals have the potential to differentiate between homogeneous
and heterogeneous contributions. The first time interval τ1 acts as a subensemble filter by
separating fast and slow subensembles. The second time interval τ3 measures the relaxation
of an individual subensemble. If the system shows heterogeneous dispersion, more and
more fast subensembles are filtered as τ1 increases, and the decay of the remaining
subensembles during τ3 becomes slower and less disperse. If homogeneous dispersion is
present, increasing τ1 has no effect on the decay in τ3.
Full ensemble 3D correlation functions measure rate exchange. As in 2D functions,
a first time interval τ1 separates fast and slow subensembles. During second time interval
τ2, rate exchange can occur, and each subensemble can switch between fast and slow. Both
subensembles relax during this time interval, but they retain memory of their behavior
during τ1. These subensembles are measured during the third time interval τ3.
The utility of this ensemble-based approach is demonstrated on the on singlemolecule dichroism measurements of molecular rotation in ortho-terphenyl (OTP) near its
glass transition. These trajectories are long enough to fully capture rate exchange. The
exchange decay is extracted from the non-parametric spectral analysis of the
multidimensional correlations. The exchange has a biphasic decay: slow, late phase is 8.7
times slower than the mean probe rotation time and fast, early phase that tracks the initial
rotational decay. The fast phase is attributed to the molecules in the boundaries of
heterogeneous domains and the late phase is due to the molecules in the bulk of these
domains.
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1.4 A jump-precursor state emerges below the cross-over temperature
in supercooled o-terphenyl
Above Tg, another phenomenon appears at the cross-over temperature Tc, that
marks the transition from a simple liquid like behavior (above Tc) to strongly correlated
glass type behavior (below Tc). The spatiotemporal heterogeneous domains observed near
Tg, start to appear in the cross-over region. Experimentally this is characterized as a change
from Arrhenius to non-Arrhenius behavior. On a molecular level, the dynamics above Tc
is described as diffusive and below Tc it is dominated by big jumps. There are many
successful theories of glasses that predict a transition in the cross-over region, the most
cited being the mode-coupling theory (MCT) above Tc and the random first-order transition
(RFOT) theory below Tc. However, both theories fail to predict the dynamics at Tc. In this
work, the molecular relaxation dynamics at Tc is examined with complimentary
multidimensional correlations and recently developed 1D Green’s functions. Millisecond
long simulations of all-atom OTP molecules allowed studies of molecular rotation at a
temperature (272.5 K) well below Tc and at Tc (Tc = 290 K for OTP). Distinct phenomenon
is observed in this study that is not consistent with MCT and RFOT theories.
The relaxation in supercooled liquids occurs through a series of finite-sized jumps.
At low temperatures, the motion occurs through long infrequent jumps. At high
temperatures, these jumps become small and frequent and the overall motion appears
diffusive. This change in dynamics is expected to be seen in the cross-over region. These
jumps are responsible for the loss in dynamical memory and are described as the primary
α-relaxation in the MCT theory. In a single-molecule time series, the diffusive motion is
seen as a random walk in a confined space, followed by a sudden jump to a new space and
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again followed by a random walk in the new confined space. Standard 1D correlation
analysis is unable to capture the size of these jumps and the individual rates of transition
from one state to another. The powerful 1D Green’s functions can differentiate between
states by showing a distinct delta peak for each state-to-state transition. A “precursor state”
prior to the jump has been detected below Tc with the approach. This state starts to become
less distinct at Tc and completely disappears at temperatures higher than Tc.
The precursor-to-jump transition is characterized by multidimensional correlations.
The rate dispersion is resolved by 2D correlations. Below Tc, this transition is dominantly
heterogeneous with the fraction of heterogeneity fhet of 0.9. At Tc, this transition becomes
less slightly less heterogeneous with fhet of 0.83. The rate of loss of heterogeneity is
detected in the 3D correlations. The exchange decay is constructed by measuring fhet for a
series of τ2. Below Tc, the loss in heterogeneity occurs on the same timescale as the
precursor-jump transition. At Tc, this rate loss becomes faster than the precursor-jump
transition.

1.5 Understanding dynamics in the middle of the supercooled region
through the multidimensional and nonlinear kinetics of o-terphenyl
rotation
The dynamical crossover region in OTP supercooled liquid is explored with 1D
Green’s functions and multidimensional correlation functions. The Green’s functions at
272.5 K, show three distinct states in the Green’s functions. At short times, the molecular
motion is restricted by the cages formed by the neighboring molecules. The is known as
the β-relaxation regime in MCT, where the molecules rattle inside a cage. This is called
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the A state in our formalism. Eventually, the molecules escape from their cage and make a
big jump to a new cage, losing all orientational memory. This is popularly known as the αrelaxation in MCT. This is the C state in our formalism. Immediately before the big jump,
a new precursor state is detected in which the molecular motion becomes less restricted
and the cage softens. This is called the B state in our framework.
This three-state behavior is detectable at Tc, although it is not identical to 272.5 K.
The jumps are not as large and multiple jumps are needed to reach the equilibrium
distribution in the C state. The A and B states are also present. Above Tc, the three-state
behavior breaks down. The jumps become small and frequent and dynamics shifts to
diffusive. The precursor state completely disappears at higher temperatures.
The rate dispersion is observed in both the A-to-B transition and the B-to-C
transition. The 2D correlations resolve the total rate dispersion into heterogeneous and
homogeneous dispersions. The big angle jumps in the B-to-C transition are probed by
calculating 2D correlations at ℓ = 1. The correlations are smoothed by a 2D sum of
exponentials. A regularized fitting methodology incorporating truncated singular
decomposition (SVD) and reference models, is developed to overcome huge noise in the
single-molecule time series. Below Tc, the B-to-C transition is mostly heterogenous (fhet =
0.9). At Tc, the heterogeneous dispersion decreases (fhet = 0.83). Above Tc, at 312.5 K, the
rate dispersion disappears completely. Thus, a non-linear decrease in the rate dispersion is
observed with increase in temperature. The small-angle jumps in the A-to-B transition are
probed by measuring higher order correlations at ℓ = 10. This transition has the same degree
of heterogeneity as the B-to-C transition in the crossover region.
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The rate exchange in the two transitions is measured by 3D correlations. Below Tc,
both transitions lose heterogeneity on the same timescale as the B-to-C. At Tc, the rate
exchange becomes faster than the B-to-C transition. The higher temperatures are
predominantly homogeneous, and no exchange is detected. Thus, a range of dynamics is
observed in the crossover region. There are multiple process intertwined with each other
that become evident with the methods used in this work.
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CHAPTER 2
NONPARAMETRIC ANALYSIS OF NONEXPONENTIAL AND
MULTIDIMENSIONAL KINETICS: I. QUANTIFYING RATE
DISPERSION, RATE HETEROGENEITY AND EXCHANGE
DYNAMICS 1

1

Reproduced from Mark A. Berg and Harveen Kaur J. Chem. Phys. 2017, 146,
054104 with the permission of AIP Publishing
11

2.1 Introduction
When a kinetic decay is exponential, it is easy to characterize; the rate constant
summarizes the full information content of the measurement. The process is Markovian,
so no additional information is available [1]. The rate constant can be directly connected
to features of the mechanism through quantum expectation values or classical correlation
functions. However, in complex materials, even nominally unimolecular processes may
have nonexponential (dispersed) kinetics [2-5]. Existing methods of analyzing
nonexponential data yield quantities that are not unique and that connect poorly to the
underlying mechanism. This paper is the first in a series that re-examines the quantification
of kinetic data. It presents methods for analyzing any decay, exponential or not, and yield
quantities that are unique and that connect well to physical properties of the system.
The methods are suitable for standard, one-dimensional (1D) kinetics, but the
methods’ real value lies in treating multidimensional kinetics.

There is a growing

realization that adding dimensions provide additional information about dispersed kinetics
[6-36]. However, there is even more uncertainty about describing high dimensional data
than there is for 1D measurements.

This series of papers presents the theoretical

justification for a practical method of analyzing 2D and 3D kinetic data. Two-dimensional
experiments have been analyzed before by less sophisticated methods, but 3D experiments
and simulations are just emerging [20-27,36,37] and no standard for their analysis exists.
With the methods developed here, the role of 3D kinetics becomes clear. They yield
precise information on rate exchange, a process that is otherwise difficult to study. The
methods described here have already been used to analyze solvation dynamics in
simulations of ionic liquids [36,37].

12

In some systems, the mechanism underlying the kinetics is known before a
measurement is made. In those cases, analysis of the mechanism yields the appropriate
fitting function, and the resulting parameters are directly related to elementary steps in the
known mechanism. We are concerned with the opposite case, where the cause of the
dispersion in the decay is unknown or controversial. The data must be analyzed to provide
general properties of the mechanism without a specific model in mind.
The most common tools for this problem are empirical fitting functions. Sums of
exponentials, stretched exponentials, maximum-entropy-method (MEM) spectra [38-40]
and Havriliak–Negami functions [41] are popular examples. However, the values of the
fit parameters, and even the number of parameters, are sensitive to the fitting procedure, to
the range of the data, and to the level of fitting error tolerated. As a result, direct
comparison of fit parameters between different experiments, or between experiments and
calculations, is unreliable. One cannot have confidence that the individual fit parameters
correspond well to specific elements in the mechanism. Unfortunately, few alternatives to
empirical functions have been available.
In statistics, modeling a probability distribution with a specific function is called a
parametric approach. Alternative, nonparametric methods are also well-known [42]. A
popular one is to calculate the moments of the distribution: mean, variance, and so on. The
central concept of this series of papers is to adapt this nonparametric approach to kinetics.
We introduce log-moments as a means of quantifying decays, either one-dimensional or
multidimensional. The resulting mean rate, rate dispersion and higher log-moments
characterize the data in a manner that is insensitive to the details of the fitting procedure.
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The number of reproducible log-moments properly reflects of the information content of
the data.
Zorn proposed a related scheme for 1D kinetics with a different definition of the
log-moment [43]. Our definition allows for both “compressed” and “stretched” decays
(faster and slower than exponential). We also extend the idea to multidimensional kinetics.
The methods of this paper apply to the time decays, including correlation functions
of stochastic trajectories.

Bura, et al. have discussed nonparametric approaches to

extracting distributions from such trajectories [44].
The mathematics of log-moments are self-consistent and interesting. However, the
true test of the proposed methods is whether they yield quantities connected to physical
features of the mechanism. This ability is demonstrated for a general class of mechanisms,
those in which the sample consists of subensembles with different mean rates. This rate
heterogeneity is one source of rate dispersion. Within each subensemble, the kinetics of
all members are identical, but those kinetics may themselves be nonexponential. In other
words, there is also a homogeneous contribution to the total rate dispersion. Although the
mean rate differs between subensembles, the shape of the decay is assumed to be the same.
Finally, molecules can exchange between subensembles, but the exchange is taken to be
slower than the observed kinetics. These assumptions are typical of those made for
supercooled liquids near the glass transition, a key example of complex dynamics [45].
We have called this set of assumptions the slow heterogeneity model and have worked out
the consequences for 1D, as well as 2D and 3D, kinetics in a recent paper [46]. The ability
of log-moments to extract meaningful properties from this model will be the main test of
the utility of the proposed methods.
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Standard kinetics are one dimensional; they involve a single time interval. In a
nonequilibrium experiment, this time interval separates an excitation and a subsequent
measurement of the response. In an equilibrium measurement, a correlation function with
one time variable is calculated from the system’s thermal fluctuations. In either case, if
the decay is not exponential, the questions are how to define a mean rate, how to quantify
the spread in apparent rates and what additional shape information is relevant. The
nonparametric analysis will reduce the 1D decay to a geometric-mean rate (first logmoment), a total rate dispersion (second log-moment) and higher moments providing more
detail about the decay shape.
Two-dimensional response functions involve two excitations separated by one time
interval and a measurement of the response after a second interval [28]. Two-dimensional
correlation functions at equilibrium are equivalent to 2D response functions within the slow
heterogeneity model [46]. These 2D kinetics contain the information needed to separate
the total rate dispersion into homogeneous and heterogeneous contributions. By defining
rate dispersion in terms of log-moments, this relationship becomes quantitative and linear:
the total rate dispersion is the sum of a homogeneous and a heterogeneous dispersion.
To the best of our knowledge, full 3D response functions have not been measured,
but corresponding 3D correlation function have been [20-27,36,37]. Many authors have
appreciated that 3D correlation functions are sensitive to exchange in systems with
heterogeneity [6-18,18-25,36,47-49]. The nonparametric approach makes this idea
quantitative. It provides a practical route to measuring a well-defined correlation function
of the exchange process. Not only the mean exchange time, but also dispersion in the
exchange rate and the typical rate-jump size can be determined. Our previous paper
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showed that measurements of exchange are easily contaminated by a “rate-filtering” term
in the 3D correlation function [46]. Using log-moments provides a simple and effective
route to avoiding this problem.
Kinetics are inherently measured in the time-domain. However, a transformation
of the decay to a spectrum will be developed in some detail. In a spectral representation, a
single process that is extended in time becomes a compact spectral peak. Although the
final results in the time and spectral domains are identical, kinetic spectra are a useful
intermediate in the data analysis. An initial, qualitative interpretation of the spectrum can
guide subsequent analysis. Inconsistencies in the data and how they affect the final results
are easy to visualize.
The most fundamental type of kinetic spectrum, which we call a decay spectrum,
is used in this paper. Other spectral representations are possible. The most popular
expresses a decay as a series of exponentials, a representation that can be called an inverseLaplace transform [5], a maximum-entropy-method (MEM) spectrum [38-40] or a rate
spectrum [28,29,36,50]. The reliance on a specific function, the exponential, is contrary to
the principle of a nonparametric analysis. The second paper of this series will examine this
issue [51]. It will show that there are a continuous range of kinetic spectra based on
different decay functions and that the final results from using any of them are equivalent
and interconvertible. Kinetic spectra have long been plagued by non-uniqueness [5]. Logmoments will be shown to be a systematic way to deal with the problem of non-uniqueness
in kinetics.
Kinetic data often contain only a small amount of information: an exponential
decay yields only a single time constant; a stretched exponential gives just two parameters,
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a mean time and a single shape parameter. The focus of this paper is on first and second
moments, which are sufficient for many data sets and demonstrate the major ideas. The
third paper of the series will discuss higher log-moments and introduce log-cumulants,
which can be used to when the data contain more information and finer detail [52].

2.2 1D kinetics
2.2.1 Definition of log-moments
2.2.1.1 Linear-time representation
We assume a decay function f(τ) that represents the kinetics of some process [Fig.
2.1 (a)] and that goes to zero at infinity, f(∞) = 0. We define a transform of the decay

fˆ (T ) and a time constant T by
 df 
fˆ (T )     .
 d  T

(1)

The transformation nomenclature is used because fˆ (T ) can be regarded as an
inverse-integral transform, one that is similar to the inverse-Laplace transform, but based
on the step decay (see Table 2.1) instead of an exponential decay:

f ( )   dT fˆ (T )stpd( / T ) .
0

(2)

The decay is assumed to be monotonically decreasing, so fˆ (T ) is positive
everywhere. Oscillating or underdamped functions are excluded. This restriction reflects
a physical distinction. Oscillating dynamics involve coherence and must be described by
two coordinates: magnitude and phase.
incoherent dynamics.

Kinetics as discussed here consist of only

They involve only one coordinate and decay monotonically.
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Kinetics, both standard and multidimensional, are the subset of all dynamics in which loss
of coherence is rapid compared to the movement of population [53,54].
This transform is used to define the nth log-moment μn[f; θ] as a functional of f(τ),
n


 T
 n [ f ;  ]   dT  ln  fˆ (T ) .
0






(3)

The decay f(τ) must be finite at τ = 0, so the zeroth log-moment,

0[ f ; ]  f (0) ,

(4)

is finite. For a normalized decay, μn[f; θ] = f(0) = 1. Power-law decay at long times can
be accommodated, if the decay converges at short times to make a normalizable function.
The stretched Lorentzian (strlor) of Table 2.1 is an example.
The decay function f(τ) takes a variable τ that has units of time. The constant θ
determines the unit system, for example, θ = 1 s. Functions whose variable has no units
take a unitless θ, typically θ = 1. A shift of units from θ1 to θ2 can be calculated from

 
 n
 n [ f ; 2 ]       ln 2 
1 
k 0  k  
n

nk

 k [ f ; 1 ] .

(5)

The geometric-mean time T is defined as the time unit that makes the first logmoment equal to zero,

1[ f ;T ]  0 .

(6)

T   exp  1[ f ; ] ,

(7)

Combining Eqs. (3) and (6) gives
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which calculates the geometric-mean time from the first log-moment.
The central log-moments μn[f] are defined to be normalized and measured relative
to the geometric-mean time,

n[ f ]  n[ f ;T ]/ f (0) .

(8)

By definition, μ0[f] = 1 and μ1[f] = 0. The first nontrivial central log-moment is the second,
and it will be the focus of this paper. We use it to define the dispersion df of the decay f(τ),

d f  2[ f ] .

(9)

2.2.1.2 Log-time representation and the decay spectrum
The rationale for the definition in Eq. (3) is clearer if the problem is transformed to
the log-time domain. The log-time variable y is defined by

y  ln


.


(10)

A time-domain function f(τ) transforms into the log-time function f ( y) , that is

y

f ( y )  f ( e ) .

(11)

For an example, see Fig. 2.1 (b). Transforming Eq. (3) to log-time gives


 n [ f ; ]   dY Y n fˆ (Y ) ,


(12)

where Y = ln(T/θ) is the log-time-constant variable. The double transformed function

fˆ (Y ) will be called the decay spectrum. [The notation assumes that Eq. (11) is applied
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before Eq. (1).] It is illustrated in Fig. 2.1 (c). Equation (12) shows that log-moments of
a decay are standard moments of the corresponding decay spectrum.
This result is easily extended to central log-moments. First, the geometric-mean
time T is transformed to the mean in log-time Y ,

Y  ln

T



.

(13)

Then, standard central moments mn[g] are defined by normalizing a function g(x)
by its amplitude g(0) and shifting its mean x to the origin,


mn[ g]   dx  x  x


x)
 n gg((0)
.

(14)

With these definitions, central log-moments of a decay become central moments of its
decay spectrum,

 n[ f ] 





dY  Y  Y 

n

fˆ (Y )
f (0)

 m n [ fˆ ] .

(15)

2.2.1.3 Difference representation
Equation (12) contains a derivative, suggesting an integration by parts. To make
the result converge, the decay function must first be transformed to Δf(τ), the difference
from a step decay,

 f ( )  f ( )  f (0) stpd( /  )

(16)

[see Figs. 2.1(b) and 2.1(d)]. The step decay (see Table 2.1) is the linear-time decay
function that corresponds to a step function,
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1; y  0
stp( y)  
,
0; y  0

(17)

in log-time. In the log-time domain, the difference-decay function becomes

 f ( y)  f ( y)  f (0)stp( y) .

(18)

The definition of the log-moment [Eq. (3)] is transformed to the log-time scale and then
integrated by parts to give

n[ f ]  nmn1[ f ]

.

(19)

for n > 1. Because it does not require a derivative, this form can be directly applied to
experimental data.

2.2.2 Interpretation of log-moments
Standard moments are most useful for probability distributions—positive functions
defined over the range [−∞, ∞] and decaying to zero at the limits of that range. In contrast,
decay functions are defined on the range [0, ∞] and are non-zero at one end [Fig. 2.1 (a)].
Before moments can be used on a decay function, it must be transformed. The first
transformation to log-time gives a function f ( y) with the desired range [−∞, ∞] [Fig. 2.1
(b)], but it is still nonzero at negative infinity. Differentiation leads to fˆ (Y ) , a function
that does go to zero at the limits of its range. The resulting decay spectrum [Fig. 2.1 (c)]
has the properties of a probability distribution and is suitable for calculating moments. It
can be interpreted as the probability of decaying at a specific time.
An additional advantage of the log-time scale is that rate constants and time
constants are equivalent, except for a change of sign. We use time constants, so the
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direction of the log-time (y) and log-time-constant (Y) axes are the same, but the choice is
arbitrary.
The geometric-mean time T , defined in linear time by Eq. (7), is simply the mean
of the decay spectrum fˆ (Y ) . [Note that the mean can be defined as the origin about which
the first moment is zero. See the red curves in Fig. 2.1 (b) and 2.1 (d).] We call it the
geometric-mean time because of the following analogy. The geometric mean x of a set
of M values xm is

x





1/ M
M
x
m1 m

(20)

or

ln x 

1
M

M



 ln x m  0

dx P ( x ) ln x

m 1

.

(21)

In the continuous version on the right, P(x) represents a probability distribution.
Using Eqs. (3) and (7), the formula for the geometric-mean time,

ln

T




T
  dT fˆ (T )ln

.

0

(22)

is the same, except the transform fˆ (T ) takes on the role of the probability.
The geometric-mean time is an alternative to another common, nonparametric
measure, the average time T. The average time is usually defined by


T   d f ( )
0
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(23)

for a normalized decay. However, using an integration by parts and Eq. (1), it can also be
written

T   dT Tfˆ (T )
0

.

(24)

Thus, T is the arithmetic mean of the transformed decay in the same sense that T is the
geometric mean [Eq. (22)].
Comparisons of T and T for several decay functions are made in Table 2.1. A
third common, nonparametric measure of the decay time, the half-life T1/2, is also tabulated.
In general, the geometric-mean time is as close or closer to the half-life than the arithmeticmean time is. These decay functions are also shown in Fig. 2.2 with their geometric-mean
times shifted to the origin of a log-time scale. The figure also shows that the geometricmean time is a reasonable measure of the characteristic time of these decays.
Just as the geometric-mean time T locates the center of the decay spectrum, the
dispersion measures its width: df is the variance of fˆ (Y ) .

Figure 2.2 shows how the

dispersion appears on the decay in log-time. Points are marked at the mean time plus and
minus df1/2. This range measures the spread of the decay in factors of e. It gives a
reasonable characteristic width of the decay. This definition gives an absolute dispersion:
every monotonic decay, whether exponential, stretched or compressed, has a positive
dispersion. The reference, dispersionless decay is the step function. Relative dispersions
can be defined by subtracting the dispersion of a different reference, for example, an
exponential decay.
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The step decay is the only decay with zero dispersion. Its higher log-moments are
also zero. Its special role is also clear in the difference-decay representation. The area
between the measured decay and a step decay [Fig. 2.1 (b) and 2.1 (d), red] can be used to
calculate moments [Eq. (19)]. The geometric-mean time T can be found by shifting the
position of the step decay until the net area is zero. The dispersion is the root-mean-squared
spread of this area around T .
Unlike log-moments, empirical fits are not simultaneously flexible and stable. Fit
functions with a small number of parameters, such as a stretched exponential, may not
reproduce the shape of the measured decay adequately. Ones with a large or arbitrary
number of parameters, such as a sum of exponentials, can describe observations to any
degree of accuracy, but the parameters are not stable. Changing from a biexponential to a
triexponential may change the time constants dramatically. Two data sets that differ only
slightly may yield distinctly different parameters in a multiexponential fit.
Log-moments are integrals over time [Eq. (3)]. If they are calculated directly from
data, the low log-moments will be stable to minor fluctuations in the data. If they are
calculated from fits, two fits that each match the data will yield similar log-moments, even
if they have different forms.
This stability is best for low log-moments. An arbitrary number of higher moments
can be calculated to describe the decay shape with additional precision, but their sensitivity
to experimental noise increases, and they become meaningless at some point. The number
of reproducible log-moments reflects the information content of the data. However,
uncertainty about the higher log-moments and high resolution details of the decay shape
do not alter the values of lower moments or the low resolution features they reflect.
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Log-moments do require convergence of the data at both long and short times. This
is less a weakness of the method than a legitimate concern about the data: measurements
without sufficient time range and resolution can misrepresent the full kinetics of the
system.

Empirical fit functions appear to avoid this problem by making implicit

extrapolations of the data to long and short time. Regardless of what method is used,
extrapolations are required, and their appropriateness should be considered explicitly.

2.2.3 Slow heterogeneity model
Although log-moments have satisfying mathematical properties, it is more
important that they provide a simple description of dispersed kinetics when the mechanism
is simple. As a “simple” mechanism, we take the slow heterogeneity model that we defined
in a recent paper [46]. It is based on a combination of dispersed homogeneous kinetics and
heterogeneous rates undergoing slow exchange.

The sample contains multiple

subensembles, each with the same decay shape g(τ/T).

They differ only in their

characteristic time T, which is distributed with probability P(T). The subensembles
exchange with a time  , causing the sample to be ergodic. We assume that rate exchange
is slow compared to the observed decay,  >> T.
Standard, 1D kinetic measurements C(1)(τ) are based on perturbing some
observable X away from its equilibrium value and monitoring its return to equilibrium after
a single time τ. These kinetics are also described by a 1D, equilibrium correlation function

C

1

( ) 

X ( ) X  0 
X

2

.

(25)

When the assumptions of the slow heterogeneity model are applied to either 1D
experiment, the result is
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C (1) ( )   dT g ( / T ) P(T )
0

.

(26)

This formula is conventional for discussing dispersed 1D kinetics. Reference 46 derives
the extensions to 2D and 3D kinetics, which will be used later in the paper.
The log-moment formalism defines mean times and dispersions for each of the
components of the slow-heterogeneity model. The observed decay C(1)(τ) has a geometricmean time [Eq. (7)]



(1)

.

T   exp 1[C ; ]

(27)

The total dispersion d is defined to be [Eq. (9)]
(1)

d   2 [C ] .

(28)

The homogeneous decay g(x) takes a unitless variable and has no inherent timescale. It
only defines the shape of the decay that a single subensemble would have, if it were
isolated. We assume it has unit amplitude, μ0[g; 1] = 1, and a unit decay time [μ1[g; 1] =
0 with Eq. (7)]. Its first nontrivial log-moment is its second one,

d g   2[ g ]

,

(29)

which defines the homogeneous dispersion dg [Eq. (9)]. The heterogeneity is described by
the distribution of time constants P(T). It is more conveniently presented on a log-time
scale as P (Y ) , with Y = ln(T/θ). This distribution is normalized, m0[ P ] = 1. Its second
standard moment (variance) defines the heterogeneous dispersion dh,

dh  m2[P]
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.

(30)

With the definitions made in the preceding paragraph, a calculation of T can be
done by applying Eqs. (27) to Eq. (26). Using the definition of the first log-moment [Eq.
(3)] and the unit decay time of g(x), the integral can be evaluated to give

T   exp  m1[P]

.

(31)

The geometric-mean time of the overall kinetics is determined by the first standard
moment of the rate distribution on a log-time scale. Again, the geometric-mean time
proves to be a convenient measure of the characteristic time. A comparison to Eqs. (7) and
(15) foreshadows the similarity between the probability distribution P (Y ) and a decay
spectrum, an idea that will be developed below.
A more important result comes from calculating the second-log moment [Eq. (3)]
of the slow heterogeneity model [Eq. (26)]. A straightforward calculation using the
definitions given in this section shows that the total dispersion of the observed 1D kinetics
d [Eq. (28)] is the simple sum of homogeneous dg [Eq. (29)] and heterogeneous dh [Eq.
(30)] dispersions,

d  dh  d g

.

(32)

This relationship is a major motivation for using log-moments.

For 1D

measurements, it is simply a quantitative restatement of the well-known facts that the
observed dispersion comes from both homogeneous and heterogeneous causes and that
these two contributions cannot be separated by 1D measurements alone. However, Eq.
(32) greatly facilitates the quantification of 2D and 3D measurements, as will be shown
later in the paper. It is already known at a qualitative level that 2D and 3D kinetics respond
differently to heterogeneous and homogeneous dispersion [28].
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The linearity and

symmetry of Eq. (32) will allow simple, quantitative analysis of multidimensional results
using log-moments.
The slow heterogeneity model [Eq. (26)] describes homogeneous and
heterogeneous kinetics using two different kinds of functions: homogeneous kinetics by a
decay in time g(τ/T) and heterogeneous kinetics by a probability distribution P(T).
However, Eq. (32) presents homogeneous and heterogeneous dispersions as analogous
quantities. The symmetry between homogeneous and heterogeneous dispersion can be
understood by reversing the transformation of decays to distributions. The distribution of
time constants can be transformed to a heterogeneous decay function h(x) by


h( x)   dT P(T )
xT

.

(33)

It has the shape that the kinetics would have, if every subensemble had a
dispersionless decay (i.e., a step decay). As with g(x), it takes a unitless variable and has
no intrinsic timescale. It is also defined to have a unit amplitude, μ0[h; 1] = 1, and a unit
decay time, μ1[h; 1] = 1.
Equation (30) can now be rewritten as of this heterogeneous decay,

dh  2[h]

,

(34)

by calculating the second log-moment of Eq. (33). Thus, the heterogeneous dispersion can
be expressed as the second log-moment of the decay, just as the total [Eq. (28)] and
homogeneous [Eq. (29)] dispersions are. Similarly, the homogeneous dispersion [Eq. (29)]
can be written as the second standard moment of the homogeneous decay spectrum using
Eq. (15),
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d g  m2[ gˆ ]

,

(35)

which is the analog of Eq. (30). Thus, it is equivalent to describe the system in terms of
two decays, g(x) and h(x), or in terms of two distributions, gˆ (Y ) and P (Y ) .
Figure 2.3 illustrates these ideas with a specific example. The homogeneous decay
β
is a stretched exponential, g(x) = exp(−x /γ). It is shown as a log-time decay g ( y ) in Fig.

2.3 (a) as the blue curve. The distribution of time constants is a Gaussian in log-time P (Y )
= (2πdh)−1/2 exp[−(Y − Y )2 / (2dh)] and is shown in Fig. 2.3 (b) as the red curve. In the
figure, β = 1

2 , dh = dg = π2/3 and T /θ = exp Y = 0.04. The observed 1D decay
(1)

resulting from these components C ( y) is shown as the black decay in Fig. 2.3 (a). Each
of these quantities can be transformed to its parallel form, as shown by the dashed curves:
a homogeneous spectrum gˆ (Y ) (blue), a heterogeneous decay h ( y ) (red) and an
observed decay Cˆ (Y ) (black).

Our convention on which functions depend on the

(1)
geometric-mean time and which do not is summarized in Fig. 2.3: C ( y) , Cˆ (Y ) , and

P (Y ) use absolute times or time-constants and are centered near y or Y = ln ( T /θ ) =

−3.2; g ( y ) , h ( y ) , and gˆ (Y ) are independent of T and are centered near y or Y = 0.
In a previous paper, we extended the idea behind the arithmetic-mean time [Eq.
(24)] to create different measures of “dispersion” [35]. Those dispersions combine through
a nonlinear relationship. As a result, it is not strictly correct to discuss the fraction of
dispersion due to homogeneous and heterogeneous causes. The analysis is not symmetric
between time constants and rate constants. Without linearity, a quantitative discussion of
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exchange becomes difficult. Although the results given in that paper are mathematically
correct, the simpler results from log-moments makes them the preferred approach.

2.3 2D Kinetics
2.3.1 Definition of multidimensional log-moments
A 1D measurement can find the combined dispersion from homogeneous and
heterogeneous sources, but it cannot resolve them. The language of log-moments restates
this problem as one of undoing a sum [Eq. (32)], but it does not offer a resolution. 2D and
3D kinetics are required [28]. In the case of perturbation–response experiments, two (or
three) perturbations separated by a time τ1 (or times τ1 and τ2) are applied, and the response
is measured after an additional time τ3. The component of the response that is not the
superposition of the individual perturbations defines the 2D (or 3D) response.

For

equilibrium fluctuations, multidimensional correlation function are calculated, either the
2D correlation function,

C

2

( 3 ,  1 ) 

X ( 3   1 ) X ( 1 ) X  0 
X

3

,

(36)

or the 3D correlation function,

C

3 

( 3 ,  2 ,  1 ) 

X ( 3   2   1 ) X ( 2   1 ) X ( 1 ) X  0 
X

4

.
(37)

(When the 2D correlation is not measurable by Eq. (36), for example with a
symmetrically distributed observable, the τ2 = 0 slice of the 3D correlation function can be
substituted, C(2)(τ3, τ1) = C(3)(τ3,0,τ1). Within the slow heterogeneity model, these two
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forms are equivalent [46].) To treat these experiments, log-moments will also be extended
to higher dimensions.
Although our primary interest will be in 2D log-moments, it is convenient to
extended the definition in Eq. (3) to an arbitrary number of dimensions N. Starting with
an N-dimensional decay function f(τN,…,τ1), its log-moment is defined by





0

0

 mn [ f ; N ,,1 ]    

m

  
d N d 1  ln N  
 N 

n

  
  ln 1  fˆ ( N , , 1 )
 1 

,

(38)

where
N 
fˆ ( N ,  ,  1 )    1

N

f ( N ,  ,  1 )
 N   1

.

(39)

The log-moment can be taken to a different order on each variable, as specified by
the N indices, m,…, n. The overall zeroth-moment is given by the value of the decay at the
origin,

00[ f ; N ,,1]  f (0,,0) ,

(40)

which must be finite. The decay is assumed to go to zero when any of its variables goes to
infinity and to decay monotonically in all directions.
In principle, each dimension k can have different time units θk and geometric-mean
time Tk . The latter is defined to make the first moment on the kth dimension zero,

 010[ f ; N ,, Tk ,,1]  0 .
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(41)

These times can be calculated from

Tk   k exp  010[ f ; N ,, k ,,1]

.

(42)

Normalizing the decay amplitudes and measuring relative to the geometric-mean times
gives the central log-moments μm…n[f], which are defined by

mn[ f ]  mn[ f ;TN ,, T1] / f (0,,0) .

(43)

The other properties of 1D log-moments generalize in a straightforward manner.

2.3.2 Separating homogeneous and heterogeneous dispersion
Within the slow heterogeneity model, a 2D measurement is given by [46]


(2)

C ( 3,1)   dT g( 3 / T ) g(1 / T )P(T )
0

(44)

The model is symmetric in the two times, τ1 and τ3. As a result, the mean times along the
two dimensions are equal, T1  T3  T , and the same time unit will be used for both axes,
θ1 = θ3 = θ, for the rest of the paper.
The log-moments of this model up to second order are easily calculated by applying
Eqs. (38) and (39) to Eq. (44). The normalization condition gives μ00[C(2)] = 1. The two
first-order log-moments are equal, μ01[C(2); θ, θ] = μ01[C(2); θ, θ], and are directly related
to the geometric-mean time:





(2)



(2)

.

T   exp 01[C ;, ]  exp 10[C ;, ]
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(45)

This time is the same one found by the 1D correlation function and is also the mean
of P (Y ) [Eq. (31)]. With these values, higher log-moments can be calculated as central
values.
The two off-diagonal, second order log-moments are equal to each other and to the
total dispersion,

 02 [C (2) ]   20 [C (2) ]  d .

(46)

This value of the dispersion is the same as the one calculated from a 1D
measurement [Eq. (28)]. The equality of the mean times and dispersions measured by 1D
and 2D experiments is a specific example of a general result: within the slow heterogeneity
model, a high-dimensional correlation function contains all the information in one with
fewer dimensions [46].
The first piece of new information comes from the diagonal, second-order logmoment, 11[C (2) ] .

Putting Eq. (44) into Eq. (38) shows that it is equal to the

heterogeneous dispersion,
d h  11[C (2) ] .

(47)

Using the addition of dispersions [Eq. (32)] and Eq. (46), the dispersion due to
homogeneous causes can be calculated:
dg 

1
2

 02 [ C ( 2) ]   11 [ C (2 ) ] 

1
2

 20 [ C ( 2) ]

(48)

Equations (47) and (48) are the key results for 2D measurements. The dispersions
due to homogenous and heterogeneous processes are determined independently through a
straightforward analysis of 2D data. Although the ability to separate these processes using
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2D kinetics has been recognized as a qualitative principle, these equations make the process
quantitative.

2.3.3 2D decay spectra and their projections
A different perspective on this important result comes from rewriting the formula
for the homogeneous dispersion [Eq. (48)] as a single integral,
2

  
1  
(2)
d g    d 3d 1  ln 3  Cˆ ( 3 , 1 )
0
0
2
 1 

.

(49)

This equation is compact, but it is not in the form of a log-moment. However, the
situation changes after a coordinate transformation,
1/ 2

  
  3 21 
T T 




T

  3 / 1 

1/ 2

.

(50)

The transformed 2D decay will be written C (2) (  ,   ) . In this representation,
the symmetry between τ3 and τ1 causes the diagonal second-order log-moment to disappear,

11[C (2) ]  0 .

(51)

The off-diagonal, second-order log-moments are no longer equal [compare Eq. (46)], and
together, they completely define the dispersions in the problem,
(2)

d g   20 [ C  ]

and
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,

(52)

dh 

1
2

 02 [C (2) ]  12  20 [C (2) ]

.

(53)

This pair of equations is an alternative to Eqs. (46) and (47).
These relationships are more easily visualized by looking at the 2D decay spectrum
(2)
Cˆ (Y3 , Y1 ) . The log-time variable is simple to extend to 2D: Y1 = ln(T1/θ) and Y3 =

ln(T3/θ). An example of a 2D decay spectrum is shown in Fig. 2.4 (a), based on the same
system used for the 1D spectra in Fig. 2.3 (b). As in 1D, the transformation creates a
peaked, distribution-like quantity. In the variables of the 2D spectrum, the coordinate
change in Eq. (50) becomes a simple linear transformation:

Y  ln
Y  ln

T Y3  Y   Y1  Y 

T
2

T Y3  Y   Y1  Y 

T
2
.

(54)

It corresponds to a shift of the origin to the geometric-mean time, followed by a 45°
rotation about that point. These rotated axes are shown in Fig. 2.4 (a).
The advantages of rotating this spectrum are brought out by defining a projection
functional Qi[f] that integrates over the ith variable,


Qi [ f ](, x j )   dxi f (, xi , x j )


.

(55)

The decay spectrum obeys a projection–slice theorem,
Q 1 [ fˆ ](Y 3 )  
f ( 3 , 0)
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.

(56)

A projection of the 2D spectrum gives the spectrum of a slice through the 2D decay in time.
Because the time slice is equivalent to the 1D correlation function, the projection is
proportional to the 1D spectrum [46],
(2)
(1)
Q1[Cˆ ](Y3 )  Cˆ (Y3 )

This projection is shown in Fig. 2.4 (c).

.

(57)

(The projection onto the Y1-axis,

(2)
Q 3 [Cˆ ](Y1 ) is identical and is not shown.) The width of this projection d1/2 is given by

the total dispersion. More generally, taking the zeroth log-moment in time is equivalent to
a projection of the spectrum. Thus,

 n 0 [ f ]  m n [Q1[ fˆ ]]

.

(58)

Combining Eqs. (57) and (28), Eq. (46) is seen to be the n = 2 case of Eq. (58).
Nothing new is learned from these projections along the original axes.
Projections along the rotated axes, Y+ and Y−, [Fig. 2.4 (b) and 2.4 (d), respectively]
are more useful. Equations (52) and (53) can be reorganized into statements about the
variances of these projections:
m2 [Q [Cˆ (2) ]]  d  d h ,

(59)

m2 [Q [Cˆ (2) ]]  d  d h .

(60)

A visual interpretation of 2D spectra is now possible. In the absence of rate
heterogeneity (dh = 0), the widths of the two projections in Figs. 2.4(b) and 2.4(d) would
have been the same. (The shapes of the projections may not be the same. For example,
the projection along Y+ [Figs. 2.4(b)] must be symmetric, due to the symmetry in the
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original time variables, τ1 and τ3.

The projection along Y− [Figs. 2.4(d)] may be

asymmetric.) With rate heterogeneity (dh > 0), the two projections have different widths.
The 2D spectrum appears stretched along the diagonal. Although this analysis applies
specifically to the decay spectrum defined in this paper, similar results hold for other types
of kinetic spectra [51]. The effects of rate heterogeneity in 2D rate spectra are similar to
those of spectral inhomogeneity in 2D coherence spectra [55,56].

2.3.4 Rate-filtering perspective
An alternative, “rate-filtering” perspective can be used to analyze 2D kinetics
directly in the time domain. Much of our previous work used this approach [31,34,35,5759]. The rate-filtering perspective still gives useful insights, particularly for understanding
3D spectra (Sec. 0) The approach is summarized in the current notation to show the
connection between the two methods.
We define a filtered form of the rate distribution,

Pf  (T ; ) 



g ( / T ) P(T )
C(1) ( )

,

(61)

and expand the definition of the 1D correlation function,

(1)





C ( )   dT g ( / T )P(T )
0

[see Eq. (26)]. For now, we only need α = 1.

(62)

In this case, the subscript on the 1D

correlation is unimportant, C1(1) ( ) = C(1)(τ). The α = 2 case will be used later, in Sec. 0.
The filtered distribution is changed from the full distribution by reducing the contribution
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of time constants T faster than the delay time τ. We also defined a filtered pseudo-1D
correlation function built from the filtered distribution


(1)

C f  ( 2 ;1)   dT g( 2 / T )Pf  (T ;1)
0

.

(63)

With these definitions, the 2D correlation function [Eq. (44)] can be written

C

(2)

(1)

(1)

( 3 ,  1 )  C  ( 1 )C f  ( 2 ;  1 )

.

(64)

This formula is useful for looking at individual slices of the 2D function. A slice of the 2D
data at a fixed τ1 can be renormalized to remove the first term in Eq. (64), leaving
(1)
C f  ( 2 ;  1 ) . It then looks like a 1D correlation formed from a filtered distribution of time

constants. As the value of τ1 increases, the degree of filtering increases. As more fast
components are removed, the slice develops a slower mean time, and the time-spread due
to rate heterogeneity is reduced. Slices at different values of τ1 can be directly compared
as a sensitive way to detect these effects.

2.4 3D Kinetics
2.4.1 Defining the exchange-correlation function
Neither 1D nor 2D results depend on whether the rate heterogeneity is static or
merely exchanges slowly. This distinction is described by the transition probability P(3)(T3,
T1; τ2), the probability that a molecule has a time constant T1 at time t1 and a time constant
T3 at time t1 + τ2. The transition probability is assumed to be stationary, to be related to
the equilibrium distribution by
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(3)

P(T1)   dT3 P (T3, T1; 2 )
0

,

(65)

and to obey detailed balance,
P (3) (T3 , T1 ; 2 )  P (3) (T1 , T3 ; 2 ) .

(66)

The 3D correlation function [Eq. (37)] depends on P(3)(T3, T1; τ2), and thus, it is
sensitive to rate exchange. An exact expression has been derived for the slow heterogeneity
model [46]. Unlike the 1D and 2D correlation functions, the 3D version contains two
distinct terms,

C

(3)



1



(1)

(3)

( 3 , 2 ,1 )  1   2 C ( 2 )C f  ( 3 , 1; 2 )
1 (3)

 2 Cex ( 3 , 1; 2 )

,

(67)

only one of which contains information on rate exchange. The relative weight of the two
terms is determined by β2, the kurtosis of the distribution of the observable [42],

2  X 4

X2

2

.

(68)

For a two-level system with equal populations, β2 = 1, and the first term of Eq. (67)
disappears.
C

For all other distributions, both terms are important. The “filter” term

(3)
f  ( 3 ,  1 ;  2 )

is given by

C (3)
f  ( 3 , 1; 2 ) 

1
(1)



C ( 2

 dT g ( 3 / T ) g
) 0

 g ( 1 / T ) P(T )
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( 2 / T )
.

(69)

The slow heterogeneity model has two variations: “strong” relaxation by random
jumps throughout the distribution (α = 1) and “weak” relaxation by small displacements (α
= 2). In either case, the filter term does not contain P(3)(T3, T1; τ2). It is only an interference
in our attempt to learn about exchange.

The more interesting “exchange” term

(3)
Cex
( 3 , 1; 2 ) is given by

(3)

Cex ( 3 , 1; 2 )  

 



0 0
(3)

P

dT3dT1 g ( 3 / T3 ) g ( 1 / T1 )

(T3 , T1; 2 )

.

(70)

It does contain P(3)(T3,T1;τ2), and thus, it has information about rate exchange.
Section 0 will consider ways to eliminate interference from the filter term. We must first
(3)
extract information about P(3)(T3,T1;τ2) from Cex
( 3 , 1; 2 ) . Our approach will be to
(3)
analyze Cex
( 3 , 1; 2 ) as if it were a 2D function of τ3 and τ1 that changes parametrically

with τ2. Moments and transformations will be confined to τ3 and τ1. The notation
(3)
segregates the τ2 variable to indicate this approach. For example,  mn [C ex
]( 2 ) indicates

that a 2D slice is taken at τ2, the mth log-moment is taken on τ3 and the nth log-moment is
taken on τ1.
Given the expression in Eq. (70), it is straightforward to calculate the low log(3)
moments of Cex
( 3 , 1; 2 ) . Because P(3)(T3,T1;τ2) is normalized at each value of τ2 [Eq.

(65) and normalization of P(T1)], the correlation function is also normalized,
(3)
 00[Cex
](0)  1 . The first moments are zero at all values of τ2 when they are taken about

the same geometric-mean time defined by 1D [Eq. (7)] and 2D [Eq. (31)] measurements:
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(3)
(3)
10 [Cex
; T ]( 2 )   01[Cex
; T ]( 2 )  0 .

(71)

The off-diagonal second log-moments are equal to each other and to the total
dispersion, as defined by 2D measurements[Eq. (46)]:
(3)
(3)
 20 [C ex
]( 2 )   02 [C ex
]( 2 )  d .

All of these quantities are independent of τ2.

(72)

There is no ambiguity in the

definitions of the mean time or the dispersion, but there is also no new information in these
low log-moments.
The new information begins with the diagonal, second log-moment,
(3)
(1)
11[Cex
]( 2 )  d h ( 2 ) .

(73)

The normalized quantity (1)(τ2) is the exchange-correlation function,

 (1) ( 2 ) 

1
dh





  dY3dY1 Y3  Y  P

(3)

 Y1  Y 

(Y3 , Y1; 2 )
.

(74)

This quantity is a correlation function of δY(τ2) = Y(τ2) − Y :



(1)

( 2 ) 

 Y ( 2 ) Y (0)
Y 2

.

(75)

The double-struck symbol indicates a 1D correlation function of the exchange coordinate
Y(t) rather than of the observed quantity X(t) [compare to Eq. (25)]. Changing the log-time
variables to time constants,
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ln
(1) ( 2 ) 

T ( 2 ) T (0)
ln
T
T
 T
 ln 
 T

2

.

(76)

Multidimensional kinetics are useful when the 1D kinetics of the observable are
nonexponential, that is, when the relaxation in non-Markovian. Non-Markovian processes
must have some hidden coordinate that retains memory beyond the correlation time of the
observable [1]. In the case of rate heterogeneity, the experimentally accessible coordinate
is Y(t), the log of the time constant of a subensemble. The fact that the dynamics of the
time constant T(t) itself are not directly accessible is not surprising. A similar situation
holds for molecular rotation, where experiments are not related to the time-dependent angle
of the molecule, but to the cosine of that angle.
From the exchange-correlation function, the geometric-mean exchange time,

   exp( 1[ ]) ,
(1)

(77)

[compare to Eq. (27)], the exchange dispersion,
𝕕 = μ2[(1)]

(78)

[compare to Eq. (28)], and higher log-moments can be calculated. The exchange dispersion
indicates whether or not the exchange-correlation function is exponential, that is, whether
or not the rate exchange is Markovian. If not, there is yet another hidden coordinate is
controlling it. higher order correlation functions can probe the coordinate behind (1)(τ)
in the same way that 2D and 3D correlation functions probe the exchange underlying
C(1)(τ). In principle, a hierarchy of arbitrary depth could be measured.
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2.4.2 3D decay spectra of the exchange term
Conversion of the 3D correlation function to a decay spectrum provides a valuable
perspective on the results of Sec. 0. The transformation is confined to τ3 and τ1, so the 3D
(3)
spectrum Cˆ ex (Y3 , Y1; 2 ) consists of a series of 2D spectra at different τ2. As an illustration,

Fig. 2.5 (e)–(h) shows the 3D spectrum for the system of Figs. 2.3 and 2.4. A Gaussiandiffusion model is used for rate exchange,

P (3) (Y3 , Y1; 2 ) 

1



2 1  

(1)



( 2 ) 2 d h



Y32   (1) ( 2 )Y3 Y1  Y12 

 exp 
(1)
2


2d h 1   ( 2 )

 .





(79)

The τ2 = 0, 3D spectrum [Fig. 2.5 (e)] is always identical to the 2D spectrum [Fig.
2.4 (a)]. It is stretched along the diagonal and compressed along the antidiagonal by
heterogeneous dispersion. As exchange proceeds [Fig. 2.5 (e)–(h)], the spectrum spreads
along the antidiagonal and contracts along the diagonal. Exchange causes heterogeneous
dispersion to appear homogeneous.
These changes are easiest to follow using the rotated axes, Y− and Y+. We saw
before that this rotation eliminates the diagonal second log-moment at τ2 = 0 [Eq. (51)].
This result continues for all τ2,
(3)
 11[C ex,
 ]( 2 )  0
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.

(80)

At τ2 = 0, the projections along the Y+ and Y− axes [Fig. 2.5 (a) and 2.5 (i)
respectively] are identical to the same projections of the 2D spectrum [Fig. 2.4 (b) and 2.4
(d)]; they are narrower and broader than the 1D spectrum, respectively.
As τ2 increases and exchange progresses, the projection along Y+ broadens [Fig. 2.5
(a)–(d)] and the projection along Y− narrows [Fig. 2.5 (i)–(l)]. To show that these changes
are general, we calculate the off-diagonal, second log-moments of the exchange term,
which are equivalent to the variances of the projections,
(3)
(1)
ˆ (3)
 20 [C ex,
 ]( 2 )  m 2 [Q  [C ex,  ]]( 2 )  d  d h  ( 2 )

(81)

and
(3)
(1)
ˆ (3)
 02 [C ex,
 ]( 2 )  m 2 [Q  [C ex,  ]]( 2 )  d  d h  ( 2 )

.

(82)

Exchange causes both projections to relax to the same final variance (although not
to the same overall shape). The time dependence of both projections is given by the
exchange-correlation function defined in Eqs. (74)-(76). Measuring the variance of either
projection can give the exchange-correlation function,



(1)

( 2 ) 

 20 [C ex, ](  )   20 [C ex,  ]( 2 )
 20 [C ex, ](  )   20 [C ex, ](0)

(83)

or



(1)

( 2 ) 

 02 [C ex, ]( 2 )   02 [C ex,  ](  )
 02 [C ex,  ](0)   02 [C ex, ](  )
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.

(84)

In the projections along the original Y1 and Y3 axes (not shown), the effects seen in
the rotated frame cancel. In fact, the projections along the unrotated axes are identical,
replicate the 1D spectrum, and are independent of τ2:

(3)
(1)
Q1[Cˆ ex ](Y3 ; 2 )  Cˆ (Y3 )
(3)
(1)
Q3[Cˆ ex ](Y1; 2 )  Cˆ (Y1 )

[compare to Eq. (57)].

(85)

Only the projections along the rotated axes provide new

information.

2.4.3 Properties of the filter term
In comparison to the exchange term, the filter term’s behavior is more difficult to
reduce to simple, system-independent formulas. For comparison to the spectra of the
exchange term in Fig. 2.5 (e)–(h), Fig. 2.6 (e)–(h) shows spectra of the filter term for the
same system. The key to understanding the these spectra is to write the 3D filter term [Eq.
(69)] using the filtered rate distribution [Eq. (61)],


C (3)
f  ( 3 , 1; 2 )   dT g ( 3 / T ) g ( 1 / T ) Pf  (T ; 2 )
0

.

(86)

In this form, the filter term appears to be a pseudo-2D correlation function derived
from a modified distribution of rates [compare to Eq. (44)]. The fast subensembles are
increasingly removed from the distribution as τ2 gets longer.
This effect is seen in the example in Fig. 2.6. At τ2 = 0, the filter-term [Fig. 2.6 (e)]
is the same as the exchange term [Fig. 2.5 (e), note the change in the vertical scale],
(3)

(3)

C f  ( 3 , 1; 0)  C ex ( 3 ,  1; 0)
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.

(87)

[see Eqs. (69) and (70)]. As τ2 increases, fast subensembles are filtered out of the
distribution, and the mean time of the remainder increases. As a result, the peak of the
filter spectrum shifts [Fig. 2.6 (e)–(h)]. For similar reasons, as fast rates are removed, the
width of the remaining distribution narrows. The filter-term spectrum narrows [Fig. 2.6
(e)–(h)] in response. This shifting and narrowing is also seen clearly in the projections
along the antidiagonal [Fig. 2.6 (i)–(l)].
Figure 2.6 is only one example. To address the general case, the low log-moments
of C (3)
f  ( 3 ,  1 ;  2 ) are calculated from Eq. (86) in the same way that they were calculated
for the 2D correlation function. The definition [Eq. (69)] normalizes the filter term for all
(3)
(3)
τ2,  01[C (3)
f  ]( 2 ) = 1. The first log-moments, μ01[ C f  ;θ](τ2) = μ10[ C f  ;θ](τ2), vary with

τ2, and consequently, the mean time of this term is not constant [contrast Eq. (71)]. The
(3)
same is true of the off-diagonal second log-moments: μ02[ C (3)
f  ;θ](τ2) = μ20[ C f  ;θ](τ2)

changes with τ2. The exact formulas contain the shapes of the original probability
distribution and the homogeneous decay [Eqs. (61)], so the exact course of the peak shifting
and narrowing is specific to each system.
The situation improves in the rotated coordinate frame. The system-specific
shifting and narrowing are confined to the projection along the antidiagonal [Fig. 2.6 (i)–
(l)]. The projection along the diagonal has a constant shape [Fig. 2.6 (a)–(d)].

For

example,

10 [C (3)
f  , ]( 2 )  0

;

there is no peak shift. The width of this projection is also constant,
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(88)

 20 [ C (2)
f  ,  ]( 2 )  d g

.

(89)

As with the exchange term, the projection along the diagonal eliminates the
influence of the probability distribution. Both the heterogeneous dispersion it causes and
the effect of modifying the distribution are eliminated.

2.4.4 Measuring rate-exchange dynamics
Because many properties of the filter-term are dependent on specifics of the system,
there are only a few general results for the total 3D correlation function. One is for the
total signal size as a function of τ2. Because both the filter and exchange terms are
normalized, Eq. (67) gives





00[C (3) ]( 2 )  1 21 C(1) ( 2 )   21

.

(90)

The 3D signal size plateaus at long times to a constant value. The value of this
plateau gives the kurtosis of the observable,

00[C (3) ](0)
2 
00[C (3) ]()

.

(91)

In an equilibrium-fluctuation experiment, β2 can be calculated directly from the
distribution of the fluctuations [Eq. (68)], but for a perturbation–response measurement,
that distribution is not readily available. Equation (91) is practical route to finding β2 in
that case. The time-dependent portion of the 3D-signal size is

(1)

C ( 2 ) 

 00 [C (3) ]( 2 )   00 [C (3) ]()
 00 [C (3) ](0)   00 [C (3) ]()
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.

(92)

(1)

Equation (62) introduced C ( 2 ) as a hypothetical quantity, but Eq. (92) shows that it is
experimentally accessible.

Comparison with C(1)(τ2) allows the value of α to be

determined, and thereby, whether the rate exchange proceeds by small (α = 1) jumps or
large (α = 2) ones.
For higher moments, general results only exist for projections along the diagonal.
The rotation is taken about the geometric-mean time measured from the τ2 = 0 slice through
the total 3D decay,



(3)

T   exp 01[C ; ](0)

;

(93)

it is not re-determined at each value of τ2. Equations (71) and (88) combine to show that
this projection is always centered at zero:

10[C(3) ;1]( 2 )  0 .

(94)

Using Eqs. (67), (81) and (89), the second moment of this projection is

 20[C(3) ]( 2 ) 

1   d C ( )    d  d ( )
1   C ( )  
,
1
2

g

(1)



1
2

1
2

2

(1)



2

h

1
2

2

(95)

The moment is renormalize at each value of τ2, using Eq. (90). The time dependence of this
moment give the exchange-correlation function, if the filter term is neglected [Eq. (83)].
Looking at the full 3D result, this quantity is still measurable,
(3)
(3)
 (1) ( )   20 [C  ]()   20[C  ]( 2 )
2
 20 [C (3) ]()   20 [C (3) ](0)
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,

(96)

but the tilde has been added to indicate that additional effects may be present. Using Eq.
(95), this quantity can be evaluated to give
 (1) ( )   ( 2 )    2  1 C ( 2 )

2
(1)
1    2  1 C ( 2 )
(1)

(1)

.

(97)

If the filter term is eliminated (β2 = 1), the measured quantity gives the exchange correlation
directly, as anticipated by Eq. (83).
A more general argument can be made, based on the assumption of slow
heterogeneity. If there is a strong separation in the time scales of exchange and relaxation
of the observable, then (1)(τ2) = 1 at early times when C ( 2 ) is decaying, and C ( 2 )
(1)

(1)

 (1) ( )  (1) ( ) . The exchange
= 0 at later times when (1)(τ2) is decaying. Again, 
2
2
dynamics can be measured without interference from the filter term.
With real data, it may be difficult to be assured of the required separation of time
scales. In that case, inverting Eq. (97),



(1)
 (1) ( )     1 C (1) ( ) 1  
 (1) ( )
 ( 2 )  
2

2
2
 2

gives a correction term.

 ,

(98)

All the quantities in the rightmost term can be measured

independently [Eqs. (91) and (92)]. If the that term is negligible, the separation of
timescales is sufficient. If it is small, Eq. (98) gives a first correction for rapid exchange.

2.5 Discussion and Summary
Nonexponential kinetics have long been difficult to interpret in a unique or
universal fashion. The log-moments introduced here provide a method for summarizing
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any set of kinetic data, either conventional or multidimensional. There is no need to choose
the number of fit parameters. The hierarchy of log-moments is arranged from low ones
based on broad, reliable features of the data to higher ones representing finer, but less
reliable, features. Any number of moments can be calculated; they just need to be assigned
error limits based on their reproducibility.
Log-moments can be calculated directly in the time or log-time domains, either
from the data or from a fit. A fit simply acts to smooth the data and only affects very high
log-moments. The choice of a fit function is arbitrary, so long as it accurately represents
the data. Thus, it is easy to convert existing fits to log-moments or to use log-moments to
translate between experiments reported with different fitting functions.
Although it is possible to interpret kinetic decays directly in the time or log-time
domains, converting the results to kinetic spectra gives additional insight, particularly for
multidimensional data.

This paper introduced decay spectra based on a step-decay

reference. Other types of kinetic spectra are possible, for example, the inverse-Laplace
transform, which uses an exponential decay as a reference. The second paper of this series
shows that neither the step-function nor the exponential are unique reference decays. Most
of the ideas developed in this paper transfer to kinetic spectra with any reference, if
corresponding quantities are defined consistently [51].
The ability to transform between decays and spectra gives an important result:
homogeneous and heterogeneous causes of dispersion can be treated on an equal footing.
A heterogeneous spectrum of time constants can be converted to a decay; the decay of a
homogeneous subensemble can be converted to a spectrum. As a consequence, the
dispersion of the observed decay is a linear sum of the homogeneous dispersion and the
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heterogeneous dispersion. The simplicity of this relationship makes quantitative results
possible. A precise fraction of the total dispersion due to heterogeneity can be calculated.
When rate exchange causes an apparent decay in this fraction, it can be expressed as a welldefined correlation function of the exchange coordinate.
The nonparametric approach is particularly useful for multidimensional kinetics,
which can produce data sets that are large and difficult to visualize. A one-dimensional
decay is well determined by 100 time points. Over the same range with the same resolution,
a 2D data set has 104 points, and a 3D experiment produces a million points. Does this
explosion of data represent new information? How much does the data simply duplicate
the results of lower order experiments? What new facts emerge, and what features of the
data are critical for measuring those new quantities?
The methods presented here help in this reduction of data to information. A 1D
data set is reduced to two essential pieces of information: the geometric-mean time from
the first long-moment, and the dispersion from the second. Much of the structure of a 2D
experiment replicates these facts: the n,0- and 0,n-log-moments, or equivalently, the
horizontal and vertical projections of the decay spectrum, reproduce the 1D results. By
reducing the 2D spectrum to two 1D projections along the diagonal and antidiagonal, the
focus is put on new information. The most important result is the difference in the widths
of the two projections, or equivalently, the 2,2-log-moment. It gives the fraction of the
dispersion due to heterogeneity. This new information places specific, experimental
constraints on the relaxation mechanism. The heterogeneous dispersion gives the variance
of the rate distribution; the homogeneous dispersion tells how far from exponential the
decay of a single subensemble is.
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Three-dimensional data benefits from being reduced to a series of 2D spectra at
different values of τ2. Again, much of the structure is known from 1D results; the important
feature is the difference in the widths of the diagonal and anti-diagonal projections. Even
these are already known at τ2 = 0 from the 2D experiment. Only the change at longer times
is important. Plotting the decay of this change gives the exchange-correlation function.
This experimentally measurable correlation function is not one of the rate or time constant
itself, but of its log. This function can be further reduced to a geometric-mean exchange
time and an exchange dispersion.
We recently showed that 3D measurements of rate exchange can be complicated by
rate-filtering effects [46]. Fortunately, this paper has shown that these effects are only
problematic in the anti-diagonal projections of the decay spectrum. In the diagonal
projection, their contribution is constant and easily avoided when the exchange is slow.
With this procedure in mind, the demands on experimental data are clearer. A
Markovian process can be fully characterized by a 1D measurement accurate enough to
measure the first log-moment. To fully characterize a non-Markovian process, it must be
measured with a multidimensional experiment with data quality sufficient to extract second
log-moments. For this reason, second log-moments have been the focus of this paper. In
the fortunate case where the data are good enough to reliably extract higher moments, even
more information is available. The third paper in this series will analyze this situation [52].
Many of the results in this paper rely on the slow heterogeneity model. The most
important restrictions are that the subensembles have a long lifetime and that they all decay
with the same shape. These conditions are widely applicable, but not universal. In more
complex systems, log-moments still provide a stable way to summarize the experimental
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results. Their interpretation will be more involved, but the results developed here for
simpler systems will serve as a useful starting point.
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Table 2.1 Nonparametric measures of several decay functions f(τ): arithmetic-mean time
T, half-life T1/2, geometric-mean time T , and dispersion df. The exponential of the
Euler–Mascheroni constant is γ ≈ 1.78107.
f(τ)
stpd(τ/T0) =
1; 0   / T0  1

 0;  / T0  1

T/ T0

T1/2 / T0

T / T0

df

1

1

1
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Figure 2.1 Different representations of a nonexponential decay illustrated for a stretched
exponential (β = 0.5, see Table 2.1). (a) The decay in linear-time f(τ). (b) The same decay
in log-time f ( y ) (solid, black). The area between it and a step function (red) is used to
calculate the difference decay

f ( y)

[see (d)]. (c) The derivative of (b) creates the decay

spectrum fˆ (Y ) (black). Multiplication by Y provides the red curve. (d) The difference
decay

f ( y)

[red, from (b)]. The geometric-mean time T is defined to make the integral

of the red curves in (c) and (d) zero.
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Figure 2.2 Illustration of the geometric-mean time T and dispersion df of common decay
functions. Functions from Table 2.1 are shown in the log-time domain f ( y ) (α = 7, β =
0.5). Their geometric-mean times T have been shifted to the origin. They give a
reasonable measure of the typical decay time. The dispersions as defined by log-moments
are show by bars at df1/2. These ranges give a reasonable measure of the spread of the
decays in time.
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Figure 2.3 An example of the relationship between observed, homogeneous, and
heterogeneous 1D kinetics. The components are shown as decays in log-time in (a) and as
decay spectra in (b); solid in their primary format, dashed in their transformed version. The
homogeneous decay

g(y)

and decay spectrum gˆ (Y ) are blue. An exponential decay,

exp(−x/γ), (green) is shown for comparison. The distribution of time constants P (Y ) and
(1)

its transform, the heterogeneous decay h( y) , are red. The observed kinetics, C ( y) and
(1)
Cˆ (Y ) , (black) have a total dispersion that is a sum of the dispersions of the homogeneous

and heterogeneous components. The dispersions are measured as the second log-moments
of the decays (a) or as the variances of the spectra (b). Figures 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6 are based
on the same system.
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(2)
Figure 2.4 An example of a 2D decay spectrum Cˆ (Y3 , Y1 ) (a) and its projections (b–d).

The projections along the Y1 axis (c) and Y3 axes (not shown) are identical to each other
and to the 1D spectrum [Fig. 2.1(c)]. Its width squared gives the total dispersion of the
kinetics d. The projection along the diagonal (b) has a width squared equal to the
homogeneous dispersion dg. The projection along the anti-diagonal (d) has a width squared
equal to the total dispersion d plus the heterogeneous dispersion dh. Measurement of any
two of these projections is sufficient to define the relative contributions of homogeneous
and heterogeneous process to the total dispersion. This example is based on the system
shown in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.5 An example of the exchange contribution to the 3D correlation function, shown
(3)
(3)
as the decay spectrum Cˆ (Y ,Y ; ) (e–h), its projections along the diagonal Q [Cˆ ]
ex



3 1 2

(a–d), and its projections along the antidiagonal

(3)
Q[Cˆ ex, ]

ex,

(i–l). Exchange causes the width

along the diagonal to shrink and the width along the antidiagonal to expand. The variances
of these projections measure the exchange-correlation function (1)(τ2). The example is
based on the system shown in Figure 2.3 along with Eq. (79).
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Figure 2.6 An example of the filter contribution to the 3D correlation function, shown as
ˆ (3)
the decay spectrum Cˆ (3)
f 2 (Y3 ,Y1; 2 ) (e–h), its projections along the diagonal Q [C f 2,  ] (a–

d), and its projections along the antidiagonal Q [Cˆ (3)
f 2,  ] (i–l). Rate filtering causes the
spectrum to shift and narrow along the diagonal (e–h). However, the projection along the
diagonal (a–d) is unchanging, making its contribution easy to remove. The example is
based on the system shown in Figure 2.3 along with α = 2. (dh1/2 = ln 6.13)
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CHAPTER 3
BIPHASIC RATE EXCHANGE IN SUPERCOOLED O-TERPHENYL
FROM AN ENSEMBLE ANALYSIS OF SINGLE-MOLECULE DATA 2

2

Reprinted with permission from Harveen Kaur, Sachin Dev Verma, Keewook
Paeng, Laura J. Kaufman, and Mark A. Berg Phys. Rev. E. 2018, 98, 040603. Copyright
2018 American Physical Society
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3.1 Introduction
Rate dispersion (nonexponential relaxation) is a universal feature of supercooled
liquids. Rate heterogeneity is widely accepted to be the dominant mechanism causing this
dispersion [60]. Knowing how these heterogeneities evolve to yield a homogeneous,
ergodic system at long times is essential for understanding the dynamics leading to the
glass transition. Nonetheless, despite nearly three decades of study by a variety of
experimental approaches—multidimensional NMR [61-72], deep photobleaching [73],
probe-size-dependent decay shape [74,75], Stokes-shift line shapes [76], and singlemolecule [77-81] studies—there is still disagreement about nearly every aspect of rate
exchange: its rate relative to alpha relaxation, its temperature dependence, whether fast
structural relaxation correlates with fast exchange, and the extent of rate dispersion in the
exchange itself.
Single-molecule dichroism measurements, which monitor the rotation of a probe
molecule in a supercooled matrix, have long promised to be a general and direct approach
to this problem [77-81]. However, they have been hampered by several problems. First,
conventional probe molecules rotate too slowly relative to exchange [74,75,82,83].
Second, photobleaching of the probe molecule limits the dynamic range in time: low light
intensities extend the time window, but also require larger time bins to collect sufficient
signal. Last and most disturbing, sampling noise—noise due to measuring a finite number
of relaxations—is large and has seemed to be unavoidable [84-87].
One of us recently identified the cause of the sampling-noise problem [88].
Conventional analysis of single-molecule kinetics rejects full ensemble averaging in favor
of time averages of individual molecules. Although such a molecule-by-molecule analysis
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is correct for a static heterogeneity, problems arise for systems undergoing exchange.
These systems are ergodic; averages over molecules and over time are equivalent.
Dropping the average over molecules cannot increase the information content of the
measurement; it can only increase noise.
The result is an apparent paradox in which exchange seems to be unmeasurable,
even when it is physically relevant. Without an average over molecules, sampling noise is
approximately the square root of the number of rotations during the averaging time [89].
However, the averaging time must be less than the exchange time, leaving an unavoidable
amount of sampling noise in a single-molecule average. Thus, molecule-by-molecule
averaging does not produce erroneous results, but the correct results become increasingly
obscured as the exchange becomes more rapid. Measurements of exchange rates within an
order-of-magnitude of the rotation time are impractical; the critical question of whether the
rotation rate changes with a single rotation is unanswerable.
The solution to this paradox is to retain full ensemble averages and their low noise,
but to average a more complex quantity that can probe the heterogeneity of the system.
More specifically, multidimensional correlation functions should be used. A
multidimensional analysis of single-molecule dichroism data from the Vanden Bout group
introduced this idea and used it to demonstrate the existence of rate heterogeneity [88].
However, that data set did not extend to times long enough to measure rate exchange.
About the same time, another of us developed a small, fast rotating probe molecule
(BODIPY268). With this probe, rate exchange became evident in single-molecule data,
even using molecule-by-molecule analysis [90]. New theoretical work has discovered a
“rate-filtering” term [91] that was not accounted for in previous applications of three-
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dimensional (3D) correlation functions [92-107] [see Supplemental Material (Appendix A)
[108]] Methods have been developed to create rate-correlation spectra, to use them to
separate rate-filtering from rate-exchange effects [109], to apply these theoretical ideas to
real, experimental data, and to combine data sets with different time resolutions and ranges
[110].

3.2 1D Kinetics
In a dichroism experiment, a single molecule is excited with unpolarized light. The
fluorescence intensities along two perpendicular polarizations, I1(t) and I2(t), are measured
as a function of time t. The linear dichroism,

D(t) 

I1(t)  I 2 (t)
I1(t )  I 2 (t)

,

(99)

fluctuates as the molecule rotates, and an analysis of the resulting trajectories yields
the rotational dynamics of the probe. Dichroism dynamics are predominantly those of the
second Legendre polynomial of the angle, although a variety of factors can cause small
deviations from this ideal [111-113]. (These deviations bring in faster, higher Legendre
polynomials and would be detected as homogeneous contributions to the rate dispersion in
our multidimensional analysis.)
The standard rotational decay comes from the one-dimensional (1D) correlation
function,
(1)

C rot ( 1 )  D( 1 ) D(0)

D

2

,

(100)

where the brackets indicate a full ensemble average, over both time and molecules.
This quantity is shown for two temperatures as the red and blue symbols in Fig. 3.1. As
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expected, time–temperature superposition works well over this small temperature range.
Figure 3.1 shows a fit to a common decay shape with a 5.2-fold time shift between the two
temperatures (Appendix A [108]).
The 1D results are conventional, but they are described here by quantities that have
been specifically designed to facilitate multidimensional analysis. The time decay is
converted to a “decay spectrum”,
(1)
T1   Crot (1) 
(1) 
ˆ


Crot  ln

T

ln

T



 rot  
1 rot 


1T1

,

(101)

which is a peaked function. Its first moment is the geometric-mean time Trot of
the time decay and is similar to its half-life. The variance of the decay spectrum, the total
dispersion drot, measures the spread of the decay in time. Its square root is similar to the
time from the half-life to the quarter-life, in factors of e (Fig. 3.1). For reference, the
dispersion measured here, drot = 4.3, corresponds to β = 0.62 in a stretched exponential,
β

exp[−(τ/Tst) ]. For more detail, see Ref. [109] and Appendix A [108].
The total dispersion drot consists of a contribution from the expected exponential
decay dexp and an excess dispersion, which consists of homogeneous dhom and
heterogeneous dhet contributions. The heterogeneous dispersion is the variance of the
distribution of time constants on a log-time scale. The excess homogeneous dispersion is
identical to the variance of an inverse-Laplace transform of the decay, again calculated on
a log-time scale. In the case of a slowly varying heterogeneity, the decay spectrum is a
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convolution of spectra corresponding to each source of dispersion, and the variances are
additive [109],

d rot  d hom  d exp  d het

.

(102)

3.3 2D Kinetics
The different contributions to the total dispersion are disentangled by the 3D
correlation function,
(3)

Crot ( 3 , 2 , 1)  D( 3   2   1) D( 2   1) D( 1) D(0)

D

4

.

(103)

Notice that all four measurements in the average must come from the same
molecule and that the average is still over both molecules and time. Thus, the 3D
correlation function is an ensemble measurement, but it requires single-molecule data.
The multidimensional analysis begins with the τ2 = 0 slice of this function. It is
converted to the two-dimensional (2D) decay spectrum [109], which is shown in Figs.
3.2(c) and 3.2(d). These spectra show the correlation between two time constants, T1 and
T3. (Because a logarithmic scale is used, rates and time constants are equivalent. They
only differ by a sign.) Every time constant correlates with itself, so there is always intensity
along the diagonal. Greater dispersion implies a broader range of time constants and an
increased spread along the diagonal. If the kinetics are homogeneous, every time constant
in the sample occurs on the same molecule as part of the same kinetic scheme, and thus,
each time constant correlates with every other time constant. Off-diagonal intensity is
strong, so the spectrum is compact [Fig. 3.2(a)]. On the other hand, if the kinetics are
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heterogeneous, different time constants occur on different molecules and do not correlate.
Off-diagonal intensity is weak, and the spectrum is elongated [Fig. 3.2(b)].
The spectra calculated from the data are shown in Figs. 3.2(c) and 3.2(d). The two
data sets have been analyzed, fit and transformed independently ([110] and Appendix A
[108]). After correcting for the time shift, as measured by the 1D data, the two spectra are
nearly identical: the 2D correlation functions obey time–temperature superposition. We
do not believe the small differences between the spectra are real; they represent
experimental error.
The spectra in Figs. 3.2(c) and 3.2(d) are elongated along the diagonal, and thus,
strong rate heterogeneity is present. However, the spectra are not as elongated as the
prediction based on heterogeneous dispersion alone [Fig. 3.2(b)]. The variances of the
projections of the spectrum along the diagonal and antidiagonal are used to calculate fhet,
which quantifies the location of the real spectra between the predicted limits ([109] and
Appendix A [108]). Within a model based on slow exchange, this parameter gives the
fraction of the excess rate dispersion due to heterogeneous processes,

f het 

d het
d hom  d het

.

(104)

It is found to be fhet = 0.65±0.02 (mean of both temperatures with their range as the
error estimate), suggesting a significant source of homogeneous dispersion.
The slow-exchange model also predicts that the off-diagonal intensity, which is
associated with the purported homogeneous process, will be distributed uniformly across
all time constants. Figure 3.2(e) highlights the predicted distribution by subtracting the
diagonal, heterogeneous spectra from the homogeneous spectrum. In this model
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calculation, the positive (yellow) off-diagonal intensity is spread evenly along the diagonal.
In Fig. 3.2(f), the heterogeneous prediction is subtracted from the mean of the two
experimental spectra. The positive intensity is focused on the early part of the decay, a
deviation from the slow-heterogeneity model prediction [Fig. 3.2(e)]. We will argue below
that both the below unity value of fhet and the uneven distribution of off-diagonal intensity
are not due to a homogeneous source of rate dispersion, but rather are due to a subset of
molecules that lie outside the slow-exchange limit.

3.4 3D Kinetics
The full 3D correlation function is calculated from Eq. (103) using all points with
τ2 > 0. (Because the τ2 = 0 points contain an extra contribution from detector noise, they
are only used in the 2D correlation.110) The 3D function is presented as a series of slices
(3)
at fixed τ2, each of which has been transformed to a 2D spectrum Cˆ rot (T3, 2 ,T1) [109]. The

results for each temperature are very similar (Appendix A [108]), that is, time–temperature
superposition holds again. The mean of the two temperatures is shown in Fig. 3.3.
The evolution along τ2 is sensitive to rate exchange. If a molecule has a time
constant T1 during τ1, but exchanges to T3 during τ2, those time constants will become
correlated.

As exchange proceeds, off-diagonal intensity will build, broadening the

spectrum in the antidiagonal direction and shrinking it along the diagonal [109]. This
process is visible in Fig. 3.3, showing that exchange is occurring. For τ2 longer than the
exchange time, the 3D spectrum should look like a fully homogeneous 2D spectrum. The
predicted homogeneous spectrum [Fig. 3.2 (a)] and observed 3D spectrum at long τ2 [Fig.
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3.3 (d)] are quite similar, showing that the time range of the data fully captures the
exchange.
The exchange is quantified by calculating the apparent heterogeneity as a function
of time fhet(τ2) (Appendix A [108]). The result is shown as the red curve in Fig. 3.4. The
exchange occurs in two phases, an early phase for τ2 ≲ 0.1
T ro t

T ro t

and a late phase for τ2 ≳

.
The parameter fhet(τ2) has been designed to eliminate contributions from rate

filtering during τ2 in the limit of slow exchange,

T ex

≫

T ro t

[109]. The late phase of

fhet(τ2) has been separated and corrected for the residual rate-filtering effect [109] to give
(1)

C ex ( 2 ) (Fig. 3.4, red, dashed curve). This function can be quantitatively interpreted as

the 1D correlation of the time-dependent time constant for a specific molecule Trot(τ2):

(1)
Cex ( 2 ) 

T ( ) T (0)
ln rot 2 ln rot
Trot
Trot

 Trot 
 ln

 Trot 

The geometric-mean time of the late phase of exchange is

T ex

2

.

(105)

= 8.7±0.3

T ro t

rotation time of our dye is slightly longer than the dielectric alpha-relaxation time

T

. The
, due

to differences in the sizes of the probe and o-terphenyl molecules and due to differences in
the Legendre polynomial Pn measured by optical (P2) and dielectric (P1) experiments
[115]. Measurements show that

T ro t

= 2.5

T

[90], which gives

T ex

= 22

T

. The late

phase of exchange is not exponential, but rather, it has an excess exchange-rate dispersion
of dex = 1.23±0.05 (β = 0.76). A nonexponential exchange indicates that there is yet
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another process with a similar or longer relaxation time that holds memory of the exchange
rate.
(1)

The early phase of fhet(τ2) decays in concert with C rot ( 1 ) . This phase is close to
the intermediate-exchange case,

T ex

=

T ro t

. The theory of multidimensional correlation

functions is less well developed for this case. As a result, the early phase of fhet(τ2) must
be interpreted more qualitatively. If a molecule retains its rotation rate for two rotations,
one during τ1 and another during τ2, it will appear heterogeneous. If a molecule retains
memory of its rotation rate for one rotation, but not two, it will contribute to dispersion in
the 1D decay, but it will not appear to be heterogeneous in a multidimensional
measurement. In other words, the intermediate-exchange molecule will appear to have
homogeneous dispersion. In an ensemble with intermediate-exchange heterogeneity, a
combination of these effects would occur: apparently homogeneous dispersion along with
rapidly decaying fhet(τ2). Thus, a single subset of molecules with intermediate exchange
rates would account for the high off-diagonal intensity and the apparently low
heterogeneity in the 2D measurements and for the early phase of fhet(τ2) in the 3D
measurements. Both the 2D and 3D measurements show that these intermediate-exchange
molecules are concentrated in the fast part of the rotational-rate distribution.
Rate heterogeneity occurs in well-defined spatial regions [60]. These domains
provides a plausible explanation for the biphasic exchange. Molecules in the bulk of the
domains rotate slowly and exchange even more slowly. The boundaries between domains
have less stable local configurations, so molecules in them rotate rapidly and exchange just
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as quickly. In this interpretation, the early and late phases of exchange represent boundary
and bulk molecules, respectively.
Previous reports of exchange dynamics have given a variety of results, ranging from
much faster to much slower than the current value. The analysis of very similar singlemolecule data with molecule-by-molecule methods identified the slower exchange
components seen here, but not the faster ones [90]. This result is consistent with the
expectation that molecule-by-molecule methods will have greater problems identifying
faster exchange times [87,88]. Studies of rotational-rate dispersion versus probe size
reported

T ex

~2

T

[75], ten times faster than our result of

T ex

= 22

T

. Studies of

solvation line shapes [76] and of solvation-rate dispersion versus probe size [74] indicated
that exchange is more than 9 or more than 20 times slower than solvation, respectively.
The interpretation of the solvation results depends on whether the solvation time is the
same as the alpha-relaxation time [116] or ten times faster [75]. NMR experiments
reported exchange in the rate of orientational jumps Tjmp rather than in the rate of full
rotation (Appendix A [108]) [61-72]. In o-terphenyl, they found a range of exchange times
spreading over a decade in time and centered near

T ex

~ 0.3

T

[70]. Although there is

some overlap, most of their reported exchange is faster than ours. (Because the fastexchange components, those with

T ex

<

T ro t

, would not contribute to the rate dispersion

of the full rotation, it is not clear whether the NMR results are compatible with the strong
rate dispersion seen in the 1D rotational decay.) Deep photobleach experiments reported
power-law exchange decays extending to hundreds of times the alpha-relaxation time [73].
They also found that the exchange rate changes with temperature much more rapidly than
expected from time–temperature superposition. Both of these results disagree with ours.
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Two limiting cases help to guide the interpretation of our results: exchange is either
simultaneous with the primary structural relaxation of the liquid or quasi-static with respect
to it. Which limit is more correct depends on which phase of exchange and which aspect
of structural relaxation we consider.
Relaxation occurs through a sequence of jumps, each small relative to a molecular
dimension. These jumps are arguably the fundamental reorganization event that drives
relaxation, in which case, rate exchange is equivalent to a change in jump rate. In the case
of rotation, NMR measurements indicate a jump angle of ~10° in o-terphenyl [117]. A
simple model [118] and the measured jump angle give the P1-rotation time as T = 66 Tjmp
. Thus,

T ex

≈ 1.4×103 Tjmp . On average, molecules in the bulk of the domains undergo

thousands of jumps before changing their rate. Figure 3.4 shows the jump-correlation
function from NMR [70] along with the exchange-correlation function. The jump
correlation has completely decayed before late-phase exchange begins. For molecules in
the bulk of the domains, even the slowest orientational jumps occur with a quasi-static
jump rate.
However, the early phase of exchange does overlap the jump-correlation function
in time. Because the effects of exchange become averaged as the exchange becomes faster
than rotation, it is possible that this phase is somewhat faster and larger than it appears.
For molecules in the domain boundaries, jumps and exchange could be nearly
simultaneous. The structural reorganization associated with a single jump might strongly
affect the rate of the next jump.
Multiple small jumps eventually lead to motion on a molecular dimension. For
example, the dielectric alpha-relaxation time
72

T

measures reorientation of the host

molecule over ~180°. Comparing mean times,

T ex

= 22

T

, shows that most o-terphenyl

molecules make many full rotations before rate exchange occurs.
However, the rates of rotation and of exchange are distributed, and mean times may
not capture the complete story. The full dielectric alpha-relaxation function [114] has been
plotted in Fig. 3.4. The vertical line approximately separates time regions where late-phase
exchange is and is not important. The tail of the alpha relaxation falls in a region where
exchange is becoming active.
This result relates to a common observation. When stretched relaxations are
expressed as a distribution of rates, the distribution typically has a long tail for fast rates,
but a sharp cut-off for slow rates. For example, stretched exponentials have this type of
distribution. It has been hypothesized that rate distributions are intrinsically more
symmetric, but that very slow rotation is disrupted by exchange to a faster rate [60,119].
Looking at the region affected by exchange in Fig. 3.4, this scenario may apply, and a
subset of slow molecules may have their rotation affected by exchange.

3.5 Conclusions
To summarize, for the majority of molecules, rate exchange is slow compared to
structural relaxation. However, subsets of molecules that are in the boundaries of domains
or that are in the tail of the rate distribution might exchange in as little as one relaxation
event. The size of these subsets will vary with the mean time and dispersion of the
particular process being considered.
The overall slowness of exchange is not compatible with theories that have
structural relaxation and exchange coming from the same mechanism. An example is the
Random First-Order Transition (RFOT) explanation for rate heterogeneity [119]. In this
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theory, a mosaic of “phase droplets” defines both the local structure and the local relaxation
rate. Nucleation and growth of a new droplet changes both. Whether this event is
associated with a single reorganizational jump or with alpha relaxation, exchange should
be simultaneous with relaxation. The exchange rate we find is too slow for this prediction.
Our explanation for biphasic exchange is based on spatial domains defined as a
group of molecules with a common alpha-relaxation rate. The exchange rate is the lifetime
of these domains. In other discussions, a domain is defined as a cluster of molecules
undergoing cooperative motion [120]. If structural relaxation and exchange are
simultaneous, this distinction is unimportant, and only one type of spatial domain exists.
In the RFOT example, a phase droplet defines the spatial range of both cooperative
reorganization and common relaxation rate. However, if slow exchange implies that there
are different processes for relaxation and exchange, there may be different spatial domains
connected with each process.
In summary, an ensemble-based approach to analyzing single-molecule data allows
rate exchange to be measured with quantitative accuracy. The observation of two phases
in the exchange decay is consistent with the common, domain picture of supercooled
liquids, with the late and early phases of exchange assigned to the bulk and boundaries of
the domains, respectively.

The slowness and nonexponential relaxation of the bulk

exchange show that full equilibration of supercooled liquids requires processes beyond
those creating alpha relaxation. Single-molecule measurements can now provide the
experimental data needed to study those processes.
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(1)

Figure 3.1 The 1D correlation function C rot ( 1 ) at two temperatures, 247.5 K (Tg + 4.5 K,
blue) and 244.5 K (Tg + 1.5 K, red). Data (points) with different time ranges and
resolutions are combined at each temperature ([109] and Appendix A [108]). The black
curves are a global fit to both temperatures, assuming time–temperature superposition. The
geometric-mean times, Trot = 15.6 or 3.0 s, and total dispersion, drot = 4.3, are indicated for
each temperature. A single-exponential decay, with an arbitrary decay time, is shown for
comparison (green, dexp = 1.645).
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.
(2)
Figure 3.2 2D correlation function as decay spectra Cˆ rot (T3 ,T1 ) . Predictions for (a) pure

homogeneous dispersion and (b) pure heterogeneous dispersion (Appendix A [108]). (c &
d) Spectra from the dichroism data at two temperatures. (e) The difference between the
predictions, (b) and (a). (f) The difference between the mean of the data (c & d) and the
heterogeneous prediction (ab). Solid contours are at the ticks on the legends. Dotted
contours are at half the spacing of the full contours
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(3)
Figure 3.3 3D correlation function Cˆ rot (T3, 2 ,T1) . The average of the two temperatures is

shown. Each panel is normalized to unit volume.
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Figure 3.4 The apparent heterogeneity fhet(τ2) (solid red) extracted from the 3D correlation
data (Fig. 3.3) compared to other relaxations. The late phase of exchange has been
separated and corrected for deviations from the slow-heterogeneity limit to give the
(1)

correlation function of the molecular time constant Cex ( 2 ) [dashed red, Eq.(105)]. The
1D correlation functions for full rotation (black, fit from Fig. 3.1), for dielectric alpha
relaxation (blue)114, and for orientational jumps (green)70 are shown for comparison. The
(1)

vertical line marks the 90% point of Cex ( 2 ) . Earlier times are minimally affected by latephase rate exchange, but may be affected by the early phase.
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CHAPTER 4
A JUMP-PRECURSOR STATE EMERGES BELOW THE CROSSOVER
TEMPERATURE IN SUPERCOOLED O-TERPHENYL
4.1 Introduction
It is widely believed that there is a dynamical crossover in the middle of the
supercooled-liquid region , at a temperature Tc where the α-relaxation time is near Tα =
~10−7 s. Conceptually, this crossover is a switch from diffusive, landscape-influenced
dynamics to activated, landscape- dominated dynamics [122,123]. Two popular theories,
mode-coupling theory (MCT) [124,125] and random first-order transition (RFOT) theory
[126-128], provide negative support. Each theory has success away from Tc—MCT above
and RFOT below, but both fail near Tc. Neither provides a clear picture of the molecular
phenomena in the crossover region. In experiments, the crossover is identified with a
switch from Arrhenius to super-Arrhenius behavior of mean relaxation times [129,130].
Again, molecular detail is missing. Molecular dynamics simulations should provide this
detail, but they remain challenging even for simple atomic systems due to the long times
involve [131].
This Letter examines molecular relaxation across Tc with molecular-dynamics
simulations of o-terphenyl (OTP) [132] that reach not only the relaxation time scale at Tc
(~10−7 s) [133], but also another two-orders of magnitude slower (~10 −5 s) [134].
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Simulating a molecular system allows measurement of rotational dynamics, which
relate directly to many important experimental techniques, such as dielectric relaxation
[135-137], depolarized light scattering [138], NMR [139,140], ESR [141], optical-probe
[142] and single-molecule spectroscopy [143]. These simulations are examined with new
statistical methods [144-146] that allow direct comparison to experiments, including ones
close to the glass transition temperature Tg, where relaxation is another six-orders of
magnitude slower [147]. The results show that there are molecular phenomena that are
unique to the crossover region and suggest that there is important evolution in the dynamics
throughout the range from Tc to Tg.
One important characteristic of supercooled liquids is relaxation by finite-sized
jumps [148]. At high temperatures, relaxation occurs by frequent crossing of low barriers
between closely spaced energy minima: the motion is close to diffusive.

At low

temperatures, relaxation occurs by infrequent crossing of high barriers between distantly
spaced minima: the motion occurs through large jumps. We will see that this change is not
monotonic; in crossover region a jump-precursor state as the jump size increases.
Another universal feature of supercooled liquids is rate dispersion, the
nonexponential decays or “stretched” relaxation is seen in many different processes. The
importance of spatial domains with different rates—rate heterogeneity—has been well
documented near and below Tc [149] and is predicted by RFOT[150]. Rate dispersion
above Tc is explained by MCT [124,125]. However, due to its Gaussian factorization
assumption, MCT is a homogeneous theory (although heterogeneous effects can be added
[151]). Thus the dynamical crossover must involve a change in the mechanism causing
rate dispersion from homogeneous to heterogeneous.
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Two experimental results specific to OTP are also relevant. Second, singlemolecule studies in OTP very near the glass-transition temperature Tg show that the
lifetime of rate domains substantially exceeds the α-relaxation time[147]. This result raises
the question of whether rate domains already have a long lifetime when they emerge near
Tc or does their lifetime increase as the temperature drops from Tc to Tg.

4.2 Methods
The simulation was done on an all-atom model of 800 OTP molecules using Anton,
a special-purpose machine form molecular dynamics {Shaw, 2009 #3982}. Details can be
found in Ref. [134]. Previous analysis of this simulation showed that it reproduces a variety
of thermodynamic and dynamic experiments on OTP, including an increase in rate
dispersion upon crossing Tc. We focus on two temperatures. One is at Tc = 290 K [153],
where Tα = 1.11×10−7 s. The other temperature (272.5 K) is slower by two orders-ofmagnitude, Tα = 1.46×10−5 s. It is low enough to show changes from Tc, but it is still far
from the glass transition (Tα = 100 s) and still far from the low-temperature limit of RFOT
theory.
We assume that the OTP molecule is an isotropic rotor and define its orientation
through the angles of its symmetry axis θ, φ. The rotational dynamics are initially measured


by correlation functions of the spherical harmonics of the orientational angles Ym ( ,  ) ,




C  ( )   m a m Y m ( (t1 ),  (t1 ) )Ym ( (t 0 ),  (t 0 ) )
 P ( X (t1 ) )P ( X (t 0 ) )
 G  ( )

.
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(106)

Using rotational symmetry, the problem can be reduced to Legendre polynomials
Pℓ(X) [154,155] of a single variable, X(t) = cos

θ(t) with averaging over φ {NOTE: H. Kaur

and M. A. Berg, to be published}. The equilibrium distribution for this variable is
1
 ;  1  X  1
Peq ( X )   2
0; otherwise .

(107)

The correlation function at two times is then re-expressed as the time-evolution
function of the ℓth eigenfunction Gℓ(τ) over a single time interval, τ = t1 – t0.

4.3 1D Rotational Green’s function
The correlation functions for ℓ = 1−20 are shown at Tc (290 K, bottom) and below
Tc (top) in the left column of Fig. 4.1. The functions are all one at τ = 0, which is not visible
on the log-time scale. The first plotted point is smaller than one due to rapid liberation of
the molecules within their local cage and due to early β-relaxation of that cage. We only
discuss the later α-relaxation. The α-relaxation time Tα is taken to be the geometric-mean
relaxation time of C1(τ), which is similar to the half-life of dielectric relaxation.
None of these correlations functions are completely exponential.

The deviation is

measured by the excess rate dispersion de, which measures the variance of the apparent
distribution of rates. This quantity serves the same function as the stretching parameters
in a stretched-exponential or Cole-Davidson fit. However, it does not rely on a specific
fitting function, it is zero for an exponential decay, and it is linear with underlying
molecular properties (e.g., range of rate heterogeneity) in simple models. [145] For ℓ = 1,
which approximates dielectric relaxation, the excess dispersion is de = 0.67 at Tc and de =
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1.98 below Tc. The rate dispersion increases rapidly upon crossing Tc, as reported before
[134].
A different picture comes from examining higher values of ℓ. Below Tc, the decays
are only slightly faster and more disperse as ℓ increases. At Tc, they become substantially
faster and more disperse as ℓ increases. For example, with ℓ = 20, de = 5.11 at Tc, and de
= 5.81 below Tc. At high ℓ, the amount of rate dispersion evolves continuously across Tc.
Because measurements at larger ℓ probe motion at smaller angles, it appears that the nature
of the rotational jumps is changing significantly across Tc.
A more detailed picture of this change comes from converting these results to the
rotational Green’s function. In principle, this function take the form G(X1, t1 | X0, t0), the
probability that a molecule starts at angle X0 at time t0 and evolves to angle X1 at time t1.
Due to rotational symmetry and stationary dynamics, it is only necessary to monitor one
slice of the full function, G ( X ,  )  G ( X , |1, 0) . The general conversion of orthogonalpolynomial correlation functions to the Green’s function was derived in Ref. [144].
Specializing to Legendre polynomials, gives

G( X, )  12 P (X )C ( )P (1)

.

(108)

The Green’s function for each temperature is shown as points in the middle column
of Fig. 4.1. Slices as a function of X are shown at fixed τ. To facilitate comparison when
across different decay times and shapes, the values of τ are chosen to span the ℓ = 1 decay,
that is, times where C1(τ) = {0.9, 0.7, 0.5, 0.3, 0.1}. These times are marked in the first
column of Fig. 4.1. The Green’s function always starts as a delta function on the right (X =
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1) at τ = 0 and decays to a constant value of 0.5 at long time (Eq. Error! Reference source
not found.06). The curves have a constant area (population); missing area is due to the
off-scale peak at X = 1. Small oscillations in the curves are artifacts from truncating the
sum in Eq. 108.
Below Tc (272.5 K), Fig. 4.1(b) show that the molecules that have moved a large
angle (−1 ≤ X ≲ 0.75) are distinct from those that have only moved a small-angle (0.75 ≲
X ≤ 1). Molecules move between these populations in a sudden jump. The population that
has made a large-angle jump will be called state C. At this temperature, it appears as a
constant component of the Green’s function: the C-state has the equilibrium distribution,
PC(X) = ½ [Eq. (107)]. This jump carries the molecule to a completely random angle, and
is the jump causing loss of orientational memory.
To focus on the molecules that have not made this jump, the constant component
was subtracted from the Green’s function, and the remaining probability density was
renormalized to unit area [Fig. 4.1 (c)]. An isosbestic point is found near X = 0.98,
suggesting that the small-angle dynamics can be described as a (secondary) jump between
two distinct populations: state A, whose molecules have moved only slightly (0.98 ≲ X ≤
1) due to pre–alpha-relaxation processes, and state B, whose molecules move more freely,
but are still confined to a small range of angles (0.75 ≲ X ≤ 1).
The ranges of angles accessible in each state, PA(X) and PB(X), are modeled as
Fisher distributions on a sphere [156]. In this coordinate system, these distributions are
exponentials,
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PA/ B ( X ) 

 1 X1 
exp  

 A/ B
  A/ B  .
1

(109)

Just as a Gaussian is the maximum-entropy distribution on a flat surface, the Fisher
distribution is the maximum-entropy distribution on a sphere. Good fits were found for σB
= 0.107, which corresponds to a linear range of θB = 27° or a solid angle that is ΩB = 4π/19,
and σA = 0.015, which corresponds to θA = 10° and ΩA = 4π/130.

The typical angular

motion of the B state is seven times larger than in the A state, but still covers only 1/19 of
the full sphere.
We fit the full Green’s functions in Fig. 4.1(b) with a three-state model,

G( X1, )  A( )PA( X )  B( )PB ( X )  C( )PC ( X )

.

(110)

The fits are shown as curves in Fig. 4.1(b). The populations of the three kinetic
states: A(τ), B(τ), and C(τ); are derived from the fits and are shown as the points in Fig.
4.2(a). The B-state is a short-lived intermediate between the A- and C-states and never
reaches a large population. A nonexponential kinetic model for transitions between these
states was set up. The fits are shown as solid curves in Fig. 4.2(a). The observed B-state
population is only reached if all of the A-state molecules first make a transition to the Bstate: there are no direct A-to-C transitions.
We interpret the model in the following way (to be published). The three kinetic
states; A, B and C, arise from two physical states for the molecule, P and Q, which are
defined by its surrounding cage.

Molecules spend most of their time in a tightly

constraining cage, the quiescent (Q) state. Those which are quiescent at t0 and remain so
at a later time t1 constitute the kinetic A-state. These quiescent molecules are in equilibrium
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with a jump-precursor (P) state, which has a less constraining cage. When a molecule
makes its first Q-to-P transition, it appears to have made a small jump in orientation, but
really, it has made a sudden change to a softer cage. The P-state also has the potential to
make a large, real jump. After the jump, the molecule is again in either a Q or P cage, but
in one centered at a very different angle. Those molecules that have not made a jump since
t0 and are in a P cage—either initially or due to a Q-to-P transition—are the kinetic B-state.
Those that have made one or more jumps are in the kinetic C-state.
The decay of the A-state (survival of the Q-state) and 1 – PC(τ) (survival of first
rotational jump) are extracted from the model and shown in Fig. 4.2(c) as the blue and
black curves, respectively. For comparison, the ℓ = 1 decay is shown as the black curve.
It is nearly identical to the jump dynamics. Standard experiments such as dielectric
relaxation (ℓ = 1) and depolarized light scattering (ℓ = 2), are not sensitive to the presence
of the jump-precursor state.
At Tc (290 K), there is a similar, though not identical, pattern. In Fig. 4.1(e),
molecules jump between a small-angle population (0.75 ≲ X ≤ 1) to a distinct large-angle
population (−1 < X < 0.75). Unlike at 272.5 K, the jumps are not large enough to fully
randomize the orientation. The constant, equilibrium distribution is reached through
multiple jumps. The C-state consists of molecules that have made one or more large jumps.
Empirically, the intermediate stages can be fit by a line, PC(X) = mX+1. Repeated jumps
decrease the slope, ending with a constant at equilibrium. Subtracting this population and
renormalizing gives Fig. 4.1(f). Again, an isosbestic point is seen between A- and B-states.
Using Eq. (109) with σA = 0.025 (θ = 13°, Ω =4π/80) and σB = 0.15 (θ =32°, Ω =4π/13 ) in
Eq. (110) gave the fits in Fig. 4.1(e&f). The resulting populations and their fits are shown
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in Fig. 4.2(a). The same kinetic model is used to fit these populations. As at 272.5 K, the
direct A-to-C transition must be set to zero to reach the observed population of state B; all
molecules go through the precursor state before making an rotational jump.
Above Tc (≥ 310 K, Tα ≤ 4.6×10−9 s), the dynamics become more diffusive, and
the Green’s function can no longer be fit by a three-state model (to be published). The
precursor state no longer stands out a distinct stage of relaxation. When the temperature is
lowered below Tc (272.5K), the peak population of the B-state drops, as the precursor
lifetime becomes short relative to the lifetime of the quiescent state. If this trend continues,
the precursor state will become irrelevant in the deeply supercooled region. Thus, the
jump-precursor state appears to be a feature unique to the crossover region.

4.4 3D Correlation Functions
Given this sequence of events, the evolution rate dispersion from homogeneous to
heterogeneous over the crossover is complex. There is rate dispersion in both the transition
from the quiescent to the precursor state (de = 3.886) and in the rotational jump out of the
precursor state (de = 0.824), each of which may or may not be heterogeneous. There is
also rate dispersion as a result of cascading through multiple states; this contribution should
be homogeneous. The origin of the experimental rate dispersion can be determined from
the 3D correlation function,
C101 ( 3 , 2 , 1 )
  m,m a m,m Ym ( (t 3 ),  (t 3 ))Y m ( (t 2 ),  (t 2 ) )Y m ( (t1 ),  (t1 ) )Ym ( (t 0 ),  (t 0 ))
1

1

1

1

 G1 ( 3 )G0 ( 2 )G1 ( 1 )

(112)
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As with 1D correlation functions [Eq. (106)], the original spherical-harmonic
correlations can be reduced to time-evolution functions of a rotational eigenstate over each
time interval (to be published). This function monitors the decay of the 1st Legendre
polynomial of a single molecule over τ1 and then again over a later interval τ3. During τ2,
rotational motion has no affect on the correlation function, but the bath can evolve. Here,
we will only work with C101(τ), which probes the dispersion seen in dielectric experiments,
but the idea can be extended to other values of ℓ (to be published).
The effect is easiest to understand by imagining that the rate dispersions in G1(τ1)
and G1(τ3) are each decomposed into a spectrum of rates, giving a 2D rate-correlation
spectrum. If each molecule decays with the same, single rate during both τ1 and τ3, it will
only contribute to a diagonal point in the spectrum. The observed spread in rates is only
due to the heterogeneity in the rates of individual molecules. In contrast, if each molecule
undergoes multiple relaxation steps with different rates during τ1 and the same set of step
during τ3, there will be off-diagonal points between each combination of rates. The sample
is homogeneous, but still shows a range of rates. Comparing the sizes of diagonal and offdiagonal elements measures the relative importance of homogeneous and heterogenous
causes of rate dispersion.
In practice, extracting a rate spectrum from a time decay is a ill-posed problem:
there are many different, but equally valid, spectra for any given decay. We have shown
that this problem is equivalent to the problem of deconvolving other spectra. The original,
unconvolved spectrum in this analogy can be constructed from the derivative of the decay
[145]. We call this un-deconvolved spectrum the decay spectrum. These spectra are
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broadened relative to the ideal, but give a more realistic representation of what is
measurable.
Figure 4.2(d) shows an example.

Broadened correlations between the time

constants in τ1 (T1) and the time constants in τ3 (T3) are shown for fixed values of τ2. The
spectra are centered by relative to Tα. The width along a single axis (i.e., projected onto
τ1 or τ3) is due to the total rate dispersion de, the same as seen in 1D correlation functions.
Looking at τ2 = 0, the width along the antidiagonal is narrower, in other words, the offdiagonal intensity is weak, implying there is strong rate heterogeneity.
As τ2 increases, the rate domain that defined the rate during τ1 may reorganize so
that a different rate occurs during τ3. In other words, rate exchange can occur during τ2,
causing a rise in off-diagonal intensity. In the limit of complete exchange, the spectrum is
the same as the one expected for homogeneous rate dispersion. This effect can be seen in
Fig. 4.2(d). The last spectrum (τ2 = 100 Tα) shows complete exchange.
These quantities can be quantified by integrating the spectra along their diagonals,
measuring the width of the resulting projection, and subtracting the variance expected in
the case of a purely heterogeneous system. The resulting value dhom measures the
dispersion due to homogeneous causes. In a simple cause of static heterogeneity, dhet =
de − dhom is the variance of the distribution of heterogeneous rates, and fhet = dhet / de is a
quantitative measure of the fraction of the rate dispersion caused by heterogeneity. In the
more complex case occurring here, we use fhet as an empirical measure of the importance
of rate heterogeneity.
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The maximum value occurs at τ2 = 0, where exchange has the minimum effect. At
Tc where de = 0.67, we find fhet = 0.83; below Tc where the total dispersion is much higher
de = 1.98, we find fhet = 0.89. Although simple MCT predicts a homogeneous channel for
rate dispersion, by the time Tc is reached, it is no longer important. This result is consistent
with the finding that adding heterogeneity to MCT lowers the predicted Tc. Simple MCT
fails above the experimental Tc.
As τ2 increases, the apparent heterogeneity of the system is reduced by rate
exchange. These decays are shown as red curves at Tc and below Tc in Fig. 4.2(c). At
272.5 K, rate exchange is simultaneous with the rotational jump (black curve), but after the
transition into the precursor state (blue curve). The formation of the precursor state does
not cause destruction of a rate domain. On the other hand at 290 K, rate exchange occurs
faster than the rotational jump, although not as fast the formation of the precursor. Creating
the jump-precursor state begins to degrade the rate domain. This result is consistent with
the precursor state becoming less distinct above Tc.
Figure 4.2(c) also shows rate exchange measured by single-molecule experiments
on OTP very near the glass-transition temperature Tg (242.3 K). Because single-molecule
dynamics are measured from a time-series just as they are from a simulation, nearly
identical methods can be used. (However, the rotation of a probe molecule was measure,
rather than that of an OTP molecule, and the measurement is for ℓ = 2, not ℓ =1. Also note
that results from two temperatures, which were very similar, have been averaged.) Near
Tg, rate exchange is much slower than α-relaxation. A rate domain can maintain its identity
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even after molecules within it have fully rotated. This result is consistent with the idea of
a separate mobility field that emerges in RFOT [157,158].
Rate heterogeneity will not cause observable rate dispersion in a relaxation process
that is slower than rate exchange. Thus, the reduction in rate dispersion seen at 290 K
relative to 272.5 K is not because the rate domains are no longer important at this
temperature. Rather, the domain lifetime becomes too short to have an effect on an ℓ = 1
experiment. Rate domains becomes experimentally noticeable below Tc because their
lifetimes are lengthening, not because of they appear at this temperature. This effect is
possible because the rotational jumps become smaller at 290 K.

4.5 Conclusions
Overall, these results show that the dynamic crossover consists of intertwined
changes in multiple phenomena over a significant temperature range. The increase in
rotational-jump size with additional supercooling is not surprising. The existence of a welldefined precursor to that jump is. This state appears to be a characteristic of approaching
the crossover region from below.
A change in the nature of rate dispersion is also anticipated upon moving from a
homogeneous, MCT mechanism to a heterogeneous, RFOT mechanism. However, the
dramatic increase in dispersion observed in dielectric experiments (ℓ = 1) not due to the
sudden appearance of rate domains. We see that heterogeneity is well established before
the dispersion at ℓ = 1 rises. The ℓ = 1 dispersion rises sharply below Tc as a result more
continuous trends: increasing rotational jump sizes and domain lifetimes.
It is also expected that rate domains would be well established at Tc. However, they
evolve significant evolution Tc and Tg: the domain lifetime (rate exchange) time is initially
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faster than the rotational jump time at Tc and becomes longer by Tg [Fig. 4.2(c)]. This
result is plausible, given what is known from simulations [158] and RFOT theory [159].
In combination, they suggest that rate domains are isolated and stringlike at high
temperatures and evolve into an interlocked network of compact domains near Tg. The
structure of such a network can preserve the distribution of rates even after the turnover of
individual domains. Whether theoretical work can more specifically replicate our findings
will require more work.
What remains clear is that using more advanced, nonlinear and multidimensional
methods reveals features of the dynamical crossover that are not evident by measuring the
temperature dependence of mean relaxation times or rate dispersions alone. Fortunately,
the quantities used in this simulation study can be directly replicated by either analytical
theory or experiments, allowing future verification and interpretation.
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Figure 4.1. (a&d) 1D correlation functions C ℓ(τ) for ℓ = 1 to 20. (b&e) The Green’s
function G(X, τ) (solid) and fits to the three-state model (points). Slices are shown at delays
τ where C1(τ) equals the values shown in the legend. The same times are marked in (a&d).
(c&f) Magnified view of the Green’s function after removing a constant (c) or straight-line
(f) component. Top row: 272.5 K. Bottom row: 290K.
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Figure 4.2. Populations of the three states (A red, B orange, C green) derived from fits to
the Green’s function (Fig. 4.1b&e): (a) below Tc (272.5 K) and (b) at Tc (290 K). (c)
Comparison of C1(τ) (black), the jump survival (blue), and rate-exchange correlation
function (red) at Tc (290 K, left), below Tc (272.5 K, center) and near Tg (244.5 K, right,
top, time axis on top, from Ref. [147]). (d) The 3D correlation function C101(τ3, τ2, τ1)
shown as 2D decay spectra at various values of τ2.
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CHAPTER 5
UNDERSTANDING DYNAMICS IN THE MIDDLE OF THE
SUPERCOOLED REGION THROUGH THE MULTIDIMENSIONAL
AND NONLINEAR KINETICS OF O-TERPHENYL ROTATION
5.1 Introduction
While approaching the glass-transition temperature Tg, the relaxation dynamics in
liquids becomes increasingly slow, non-exponential and exhibits spatiotemporal
heterogeneities; also known as dynamic heterogeneities.[160-168] Above Tg, another
transition appears at the cross-over temperature (Tc), that marks the onset of dynamic
heterogeneous domains.[169] Experimentally, this is characterized by the temperature
where the decoupling between rotational and translational motion sets in and the relaxation
times appear to diverge with further decrease in temperature.[170] Despite numerous
experiments and simulations on glass transition, the dynamics in the cross-over region is
poorly understood.
Mode-coupling theory (MCT), one of the most cited theory in literature, also
diverges at Tc.[171-174] Above Tc, the theory predicts cage-jump relaxation dynamics. At
short times, the molecules are trapped in the cages formed by their neighbors, which in turn
are trapped in their respective cages. This is known as the β-relaxation regime. At long
times, molecules eventually escape from their cage and make a big jump to a new cage,
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losing all memory of their initial configuration and reach equilibrium. This is known as the
α-relaxation regime. The theory predicts the stretched nature of the alpha-relaxation seen
in experiments and simulations; but, attributes this behavior to homogeneous dispersion.
MCT theory also fails to predict dynamics at Tc and temperatures below Tc (deep
supercooled regime). This is seen as a divergence in the relaxation times at Tc. In this
chapter, we have applied complimentary Green’s function and multidimensional
approaches to understand this cross-over region. Jump and diffusive dynamics at
temperatures below Tc, at Tc and above Tc are investigated. A distinct “precursor state”
prior to the long jump has been detected in the Green’s functions below Tc. A quantitative
model is developed in section 5 to characterize the precursor state and the transition from
the precursor to the jump state. This state disappears at higher temperatures when the
motion shifts from long jumps to diffusive.
The cage-jump dynamics is manifested as sudden jumps followed by small
diffusive motion in single-molecule time series. However, the information on (1) size of
jumps and (2) the individual rates of transition from one state to another, is lost in standard
correlation analysis. One of us have recently developed 1D Green’s function to measure
complete dynamics from equilibrium fluctuations. By calculating higher order correlations,
the size of jumps can be obtained. If multiple states are involved, every state-to-state
transition is seen as a distinct delta function in the Green’s function.
Another type of analysis, utilizing multidimensional correlation functions has also
been developed by us. In this, two-dimensional (2D) correlations can distinguish between
heterogeneous and homogeneous kinetics and 3D correlation can measure rate
exchange.[175-179] In chapter 4, we discussed the results obtained from using empirical
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model as a refence for fitting 2D correlations. The empirical model was constructed by
incorporating 50-50 contributions from heterogenous and homogeneous dispersions. At
272.5 K, the fraction of heterogeneity fhet in the precursor state was observed to be 0.9.
With increase in temperature fhet decreases, at Tc and fhet was measured to be 0.82. In this
chapter, the detailed 2D analysis is described. A robust regularization methodology is
developed to analyze the multidimensional correlations. This method requires constructing
reference models to simulate the data and incorporates truncated svd to avoid overfitting.
Multiple choices for the reference models and the rationale behind using them is discussed
here.
The loss of heterogeneity in the precursor state is investigated by studying 3D
autocorrelations. The regularization methodology is extended for 3D analysis. The letter
discusses the results obtained from the empirical reference model but doesn’t contain
further details about the model. Here, the complete 3D analysis is discussed. A dynamic
empirical model lacking the molecular details of the three states, and a comprehensive
quantitative model containing the three states explicitly are used as reference models.
Below Tc, the precursor state lost heterogeneity on the same timescale as the precursorjump transition and at Tc, exchange was faster than the precursor-jump transition. Higher l
dynamics is also studied to probe the small angle motion shown by the cage-precursor
transition.
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5.2 Methods
5.2.1 Simulation summary
In the past, computational expense has prevented simulations to explore the
relaxations at or below the cross-over temperature (Tc = 290 K). One of us has solved this
problem by building a special-purpose machine called Anton for molecular-dynamics
simulations. Using Anton, fully atomistic simulations of 800 OTP molecules for up-to few
milliseconds has been performed.[180] This has been done across a wide temperature range
(272.5–600 K). The atomistic simulations monitored mean displacements of individual
atoms in 800 OTP molecules in a cubic simulation box, with periodic boundary conditions.
The atomic translational coordinates from the simulations were reduced to
molecular coordinates. This was done by calculating the center of mass for each ring in the
OTP molecule. This was repeated for all 800 OTP molecules. This reduction transformed
the 32 atomic sites in an OTP molecule to three points. These new sites were used to define
a new coordinate system.
The center of mass coordinates are transformed into Euler angles. This
transformation was done by defining a new molecular coordinate frame, where the unit
vector along the z-axis passes through the center ring bisecting the carbon double bond
 represent unit vectors in the new frame,
connected to the substituent rings. 
X and Z

 
CM 1  CM 1

X   
CM 1  CM 1

(112)

 

CM 1, CM1 and CM 0 are the center of mass coordinates of the two side rings


and the center ring in OTP, respectively. To calculate Z , first let’s define vectors A and B
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A  CM 0 CM 1
  
B  CM1  CM 1

(113)


To make the new the coordinate frame orthogonal, let’s calculate a vector Z that is

perpendicular to 
X and in the A–B plane,

 
  A.B 
Z  A   2 A
A

(114)



This is done by calculating the projection of vector A on B using a dot product and

subtracting it from A . The unit vector is given by

Z

Z  
Z

(115)

Sines and cosines of the the polar angles can now be calculated from Z ,

 x  sin  sin 
Z

(116)

 y   sin  cos 
Z

(117)

 z  cos
Z

(118)
n

Euler angles are transformed to spherical harmonics Ym ( ,  ) to study molecular rotations,

Ymn ( ,  ) 

2l  1 (l  m)! m
Pl (cos  )e im
4 (l  m)!

(119)

For multidimensional correlations, spherical harmonics of order ℓ = 1 and 10 are
calculated. This is different from the single-molecule rotation experiments that measures
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the Legendre polynomial of order 2. For constructing Green’s function, polynomials of
order ℓ = 1-20 are used. Lower orders are more sensitive to big jumps detected in dynamics
of supercooled liquids and higher orders are more sensitive to small step diffusive like
motion.
The inverse addition theorem for spherical harmonics is written as,



Y ml 

m1m 2

c ll ,,ml ,m
1 2

l
l
Y m1 Y m2
,
m
1
2
1
2

(120)

l ,m

where cl ,l ,m ,m represent the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients,
1 2 1 2

l l 2  m
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The angular momentum ℓ ranges from ℓ1-ℓ2< ℓ < ℓ1+ℓ2 and m = m1+m2. To calculate
correlations, the only useful combinations are that give ℓ = 0 and m = 0. This imposes a
restriction on the values of ℓ1, m1, ℓ2 and m2. The ℓ = 0 is only possible when ℓ1 = ℓ2 and m
= 0 is possible when m2 = -m1. Replacing ℓ = 0, m = 0, ℓ1 = ℓ2 = l, m1 = m and m2 = -m in
the above equation gives,

Y00 

l



m  l

l l
cl0,0
,l ,m ,  mYmY  m

(122)
0,0

After substituting Y l m with its complex conjugate form and expanding cl ,l ,m, m gives,
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(  1) l l l
Y mYm
2l  1

To calculate 1D correlations of order ℓ, the average is taken over delay time t. This is
written in the bracket notation as follows,

C l(1) ( 1 ) 

l

(  1) l
Y ml ( )Y ml (0)
2l  1



m  l

(124)

In this work, 1D correlations of order ℓ ranging from 1 to 20 are calculated. To
measure 2D correlations, a product of three spherical harmonics is calculated. The simplest
2

1

1

2D correlation that is measured is Ym Ym Ym . Extending the inverse addition theorem
2
1
0
for this product gives,
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The allowed combination restricts n1 = m1+ m0 and k1 = 1. Replacing for m1 and k1 gives,
1

2
1  2
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Y1
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Applying the inverse addition theorem for the second time results in,
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The useful combination is when k1 = 0 and n2 = 0. This restricts n1 to be equal to – m2,
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The complex conjugate notation is written as,
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This equation gives the first 2D correlation. In 2D, there are two delays τ3 and τ1. The
average over the two delay times is written as,
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The 3D correlation requires a product of four spherical harmonics. The simplest 3D

Ym1 Ym1 Ym1 Ym1

correlation that we have measured is

3

2

1

0

. The inverse addition

theorem is utilized again to expand this product,
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The restriction on n1 makes n1 = m1+ m0. The second expansion of the inverse theorem
results in,
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The n2 is restricted to be equal to n1+ m2. Further expanding the product gives,
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The restriction on n3 gives,
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The useful combination is when k3 =0 and n3 = 0. This restricts k2 to be equal to 1 and n2
to be - m3,
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There are three possibilities for k1, such as 0, 1 and 2. The exchange occurs only when k1
= 0. Thus, we have only focused on k1 = 0 terms. This reduces the number of terms in the
summation giving nine exchange terms.
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The 3D correlation contains three delay times τ1, τ2 and τ3. Taking averages over the three
delays gives,
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This is the first 3D correlation in the series. This measures the big jumps in the
rotations that are a characteristic of supercooled liquids below Tc. The small jumps are
detected by studying correlations at ℓ = 10. Similar derivation of 3D correlation at this
order gives us the following result,
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5.2.1 Interquartile Analysis
To quantify median decay times and rate dispersion, median and interquartile
ranges were calculated. This method gets rid of the errors due to small oscillations in the
1D decay spectrum and the projections, that directly affect the log moments. The rotational
median decay time and the total rate dispersion were calculated from the 1D decay
spectrum. The spectrum was cumulatively integrated on the log delay time scale. The
resulting area curve was smoothed using a spline interpolation routine and the values at
0.25, 0.5 and 0.75 area were extracted. Exponential at 0.5 gave the median decay time.
Interquartile range was calculated by subtracting the value at 0.25 from the value at 0.75.
Total rate dispersion was given by square of half of the interquartile range. The 2D and 3D
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diagonal and antidiagonal projections were analyzed in a similar manner to determine
fraction of heterogeneity and rate exchange decay.

5.3 1D Rotational green’s function
The one-dimensional (1D) mode-correlation functions are defined by

C mn ( )  Qm ( X ( ))Qn ( X (0))

(139)

where the Qn(X) are orthogonal polynomials. Calculating mode-correlation functions is the
first step towards extracting 1D Green’s function. Lower order modes are sensitive to big
jumps in the dynamics and higher order modes are more sensitive to small steps or diffusive
l

motion. To study rotational dynamics, spherical harmonics Ym ( ,  ) are used as
polynomials.[181-184] Since spherical harmonics are orthonormal, the off diagonal
elements in the mode-correlation matrix reduce to zero. The remaining diagonal correlation
decays at 272.5 K, 290 K, 312.5 K and 410 K are shown in the first column in Figure 5.1,
with ℓ varying from 1 to 20.
As ℓ increases from 1 to 20, the mean relaxation decay time at 272.5 K became
faster by a factor of 8.5. The inverse of relaxation times as a function of ℓ (ℓ +1) values are
illustrated in Figure 5.1(b). The relaxation times are normalized with respect to τα (ℓ = 1).
If the dynamics was completely jump, then no ℓ dependence would’ve been observed. If
the dynamics was completely diffusive, a linear increase, shown as a dotted line in Figure
5.1(b), would’ve been observed. The relaxation times showed a small increase with ℓ (ℓ
+1), indicated by the slope of the line. This shows that below Tc, the dynamics is
dominantly jump with a small contribution from diffusive motion as well. This type of
dynamics has been called sub-diffusive.
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A drop in amplitude was also observed in the 1D correlations in Figure 5.1(a),
which indicated the loss in dynamical information at very short times. However, the
remaining fraction of the decay was sufficient to capture the entire alpha dynamics. The
decays became more dispersed with increase in ℓ. The excess rate dispersion drot increases
non-linearly from 1.98 at ℓ = 1 to 5.81 at ℓ = 20, shown in Figure 5.1(c). For reference, the
rate dispersions measured here, correspond to β varying from 0.67 to 0.47 in a stretched
β

exponential, exp[−(τ/Tst) ]. For purely diffusive dynamics, the rate dispersion would show
a linear dependence with ℓ (ℓ +1) but we saw a steady non-linear increase at 272.5 K. This
reiterates the conclusion that the dynamics is neither purely jump nor diffusive, rather a
combination of jump and diffusive.
At Tc, the decays became significantly faster with increase in n, as compared to
dynamics at 272.5 K, in Figure 5.1(d). The loss in amplitude at short times was also
substantial here, although enough to separate the alpha dynamics. The mean rotational time
decreased by a factor of 28.8 from ℓ =1 to 20. The normalized inverse relaxation times are
shown in Figure 5.1(e). The slope of the line has increased here, implying that the extent
of diffusive dynamics has increased at Tc. The presence of long jumps is also present. The
rate dispersion increased linearly initially and became non-linear at higher ℓ values, having
an excess dispersion of 0.67 at ℓ = 1 and 5.11 at ℓ = 20, see Figure 5.1(f). For reference,
this corresponds to b varying from 0.84 to 0.49 in stretched exponential fitting. This
confirms that the diffusive contribution in the dynamics has increased, although jump
nature is also present.
When the temperature was further increased to 312.5 K, the diffusive nature
increased even more. The 1D correlation decays are shown in Figure 5.1(g). The loss in
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amplitude at short times was quite significant. The mean rotation times showed a steep
decrease, by a factor of 92.5 from ℓ = 1 to ℓ = 20. The slope of the inverse relaxation times
curve was more than 272.5 K and 290 K, implying strong diffusive behavior, although the
dynamics is still in the sub-diffusive regime. The excess rate dispersion curve changed
from linear to non-linear at higher ℓ values, with an increase from 0.24 at ℓ = 1 to 4.77 at ℓ
= 20. Thus, the presence of jump dynamics is less compared to the two lower temperatures
and the diffusive contribution is much more.
At 410 K, the dynamics became super diffusive. The 1D correlation curves in
Figure 5.1(j) decayed rapidly at 410 K, with a great loss in amplitude. The decays observed
at ℓ > 4 were not sufficient to separate the alpha dynamics from the faster b-relaxations.
Thus, the decays from ℓ = 1:4 were analyzed with confidence and displayed in Figure
5.1(k)-(l). The slope of the inverse relaxation times has surpassed the dashed straight
curve, implying super diffusive behavior, see Figure 5.1(k). The excess rate dispersion
curve was almost completely linear in Figure 5.1(l), confirming strongly diffusive
dynamics. Thus, within the temperature range studied here, the entire range of dynamics
has been spanned. A strong temperature dependence in the nature of dynamics is present,
there is a shift from more jump to more diffusive behavior in the dynamics as the liquid if
heated from 272.5 K to 410 K. The Green’s functions are measured in the next section to
quantitatively asses the difference in dynamics at these temperatures.
The mode-correlation functions Cl were converted to 1D Green’s function
G(X1 | X0; τ),




G(X,)  12 P (X)C ()P (1)
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(140)

which measures the probability that the observable has a value X1 at time τ + t0 at a later
time τ, if it has a value X0 at t0. For spherical harmonics, the equilibrium distribution P(X1)
is constant over a finite domain (−1 ≤ X1 ≤ 1) and has a value of 0.5. The full green’s
function contains a summation of infinite modes but for practicality, we observed that first
20 modes were sufficient in our analysis. The slices of the Green’s function at 272.5 K, Tc,
312.5 K and 410 K are presented in Figure 5.2 as solid curves. The slices are shown at
times when C1 ( ) decays to 0.9, 0.7, 0.5, 0.3 and 0.1.
Below Tc, three distinct features were observed in Green’s Functions, see Figure
5.2(a). At very short times, a sharp peak is observed. At intermediate times, early peak is
accompanied by another feature that grows over time. The curves become constant and
approach towards the equilibrium distribution at long times (P(X1) = 0.5). The early feature
at very short times corresponds to molecules rattling in their cages, called the A state in
our formalism. The constant distribution at long times observed in Green’s function
corresponds to the big jumps made by molecules from one cage to another. After they make
a jump, they lose all memory of their initial configuration and simply follow equilibrium
distribution, called the C state. In addition to these two states that are well documented in
literature, we have seen a presence of a third state in the Green’s function before the big
jump. We have called this a “precursor state” or the B state. To look at the precursor state
more carefully, the constant C state was subtracted from the Green’s function and the
remaining distributions were renormalized to unit area, shown in Figure 5.2(b). An
isosbestic point was observed at around X1 = 0.975, suggesting a distinct transition from
the A state to the B state.
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At Tc, the three-state behavior started breaking down. The Green’s functions at Tc
are shown in Figure 5.2(c). The three states, early sharp decay, intermediate growth in the
amplitude and the constant distribution, are still evident in the Green’s function, but the
jumps are not big enough to completely randomize the population. Additionally, a distinct
isosbestic point marking the transition between A and B states was no longer present, see
Figure 5.2(d). The diffusive motion started to appear at this temperature.
At temperatures higher than Tc, the diffusive nature became dominant, especially
at 410 K where it was almost completely diffusive. At 312.5 K, jumps are smaller than at
Tc, since it takes longer to reach the equilibrium distribution, see Figure 5.2(e). The
intermediate precursor state was even less distinct here, as shown in Figure 5.2(f). There
are negligible jumps in the green’s functions at 410 K in Figure 5.2(g), the curves are
strongly diffusive. There is no identifiable precursor state at this temperature, since no
isosbestic point is present (Figure 5.2(h)).
The full Green’s functions below Tc and at Tc were fit with a three-state model,

G( X1, )  A( )PA( X )  B( )PB ( X )  C( )PC ( X )

(141)

The fits to the Green’s functions are shown as points in Figure 5.2. The populations of the
molecules in each of these three states A(τ), B(τ), and C(τ) as a function of time is shown
in Figure 5.3. At 272.5 K (Figure 5.3(a)), the A state decayed non-exponentially with time
(shown as red scatter points), indicating that more and more molecules are escaping out of
their cages and transitioning into a precursor state. The populations in the C state (shown
in green) increased steadily with time and reached a saturation at long times. The B state
had an intermediate population that never showed the entire population (shown in black).
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These trends support our hypothesis that molecules spend some time in the precursor state
(B state) after they escape from their cages (A state) and before they make a big jump and
transition into the C state, where they lose all memory of their initial configuration.
At Tc, the populations of the states behaved in a similar manner qualitatively, shown
in Figure 5.3(b). The A state (black) decayed non-exponentially with time. The B state
(red) showed a peaked distribution with a maximum at roughly the mean decay time of the
A decay. The C state (green) shows a steady increase with time. Empirically, the C state at
intermediate times is fit by a line, PC(X) = mX+1. The slopes m are shown in Figure 5.4.
The slope shows a sharp rise and reach a maximum at short times and decays to zero at
later times making the C state constant. This trend supports the claim that the jumps are
not big enough and multiple jumps are required to reach equilibrium distribution in the C
state. The B to C transition decay (blue) (precursor-jump) also decays nonexponentially.
At higher temperatures the diffusion becomes dominant and the three state model was not
sufficient to fit the Green’s functions. In an attempt to fit the data at 312.5 K and 410 K,
two diffusive components were used but this model also failed. Sub diffusive motion at
312.5 K and super diffusive motion at 410 K observed in Figure 5.1(h) and (k) respectively,
might be responsible for this.
To characterize the precursor state, the transition decay from B to C state (precursor
state to big jumps) was generated by adding the populations of the molecules in the A and
B states. This is shown as blue decay (points) in Figure 5.3. A multidimensional
quantitative model is developed in section 5 to investigate the mechanism of transition
from the precursor state to the jump state (C state). The A to B transition decay is shown
as red points in Figure 5.3. The red solid curve is the fit to the decay. The mean decay time
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of this relaxation is 6.08 µs and an excess rate dispersion of 3.886. The fit parameters ai
obtained from this decay are used to fit the B to C transition decay. The model contains
two variables, the ratio of relaxation times of the A state to the A+B state and b the excess
rate dispersion and the rest of the parameters were kept fixed. The solid blue curve is the
fit to the decay. After optimization, the precursor state relaxed with a mean decay time of
13.9 µs and excess rate dispersion of 0.579 (β = 0.859).

5.4 2D and 3D dynamics – non-parametric
5.4.1 2D dynamics
To resolve rate dispersion in the precursor state, 2D autocorrelations are calculated,
(2)

Crot ( 3 , 1)  X ( 3   1) X ( 1) X (0)

X

3

(142)

A sum of multi-exponentials extended in τ1 and τ3 dimensions was used to fit 2D
correlations. At 272.5 K, the time constants are evenly spaced by a factor of 5 and T0 =
2100000 ps. The values of parameters cki were optimized from the fits.
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Singular value decomposition (svd) was incorporated in the fitting routine to
eliminate noise and to provide additional smoothening. This allowed flexibility in the fits
by tuning the number of svd values. For a noisy data set, using all the svd values results in
the lowest χ2 but results in overfitting. Truncating the svd values reduces the χ2 but prevents
overfitting. The number of svd values was optimizing by using the elbow method, where
χ2 values are plotted as a function of svd values and picking the elbow as the number of
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svd’s, as shown in Figure 5.5. For refence, elbow is a point where χ2 values start to change
abruptly.
To penalize overfitting further, the parameters were regularized using a reference
model. In this technique, a reference model that resembles the data is subtracted from the
it and the resulting residuals are subjected to the fitting routine. The reference model is
added back to the optimized parameters after the fit, to obtain the final values. There were
multiple choices for the reference models for 272.5 K. These are shown as 2D decay spectra
in Figure 5.6(a)-(d) as target models. The spectrum shows correlation between the two time
constants T1 and T3. The heterogeneous and homogeneous limits are generated from the fit
(1)
to Crot (1) . For purely heterogeneous system in Figure 5.6(a), we used,

(2)
(1)
(1)
Crot
( 3,1)  Crot
( 3 )Crot
(1)

(145)
Here, all the parameters are arranged on the diagonal and the off-diagonals elements
are zero. In heterogeneous kinetics, different time constants appear on different molecules,
and there is no correlation. This makes the spectrum narrow and elongated along the
diagonal, with zero off-diagonal intensity. In case of maximal correlation (purely
homogeneous) Figure 5.6(d), when rate exchange is complete, we used,
(3)
(1)
(1)
Crot
( 3, ,1)  Crot
( 3)Crot
(1)

(146)

Here, the parameters are arranged on both diagonal and off-diagonals. If the
kinetics are homogeneous, the same time constant occurs on every molecule and they
correlate with each other. The off-diagonal intensity is strong and the resulting spectrum is
broad. These limiting spectra are a good starting point for reference models. A more
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flexible model is generated by the mean of heterogeneous and homogeneous limits, giving
50-50 contribution from the two, shown in Figure 5.6(b). A quantitative precursor model
illustrated in Figure 5.6(c) is also developed and is discussed later in section 4 under 2D
modeling.
Each of these models were used as a reference in fitting the 2D data and their χ2
values were recorded as a function of #svd, as shown in Figure 5.5. For all the models,
truncating svd doesn’t show a drastic effect in the χ2 values initially, until the elbow point
is reached where further truncation shows an abrupt increase in the χ 2. The svd value near
these elbow points is kept for each reference model. To compare fits from different
reference models, results with similar χ2 values of 1.054×10-8 are selected. At these svd
values, all the fits are in agreement with each other.
The selected 2D fits are shown as decay spectra in Figure 5.6(e)-(h). In all the decay
spectra, the major intensity is concentrated along the diagonal implying strong rate
heterogeneity at this temperature. The exact shape of the decay spectra differs with the
choice of reference model. For example, the heterogeneous fit (Figure 5.6(d)) resembles
the shape of the narrow heterogeneous limit (Figure 5.6(a)). Similarly, homogeneous fit
(Figure 5.6(e)) shows broader distribution but still shows strong heterogeneity as compared
to homogeneous limit (Figure 5.6(b)), the mean model fit (Figure 5.6(f)) contains features
from both the limits but follows heterogeneous distribution more closely due to strong
heterogeneity in the data. The precursor model fit (Figure 5.6(h)) is discussed in detail in
section 4. Thus, all the fits resemble the shape of their corresponding reference models.
To quantify heterogeneity, diagonal projections were calculated for each of these
fits. These are shown in Figure 5.7. All the cures are normalized to unit area. The top figure
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in Figure 5.7 shows the projections from the target models. The black curve is the
heterogeneous limit, the red curve is the homogeneous limit and the green curve is the
projection from the mean model. The green curve is exactly midway between the two limits
since it contains 50-50 ratio the limits.
The figure in the bottom panel in Figure 5.7 illustrates the diagonal projections from
the fits. The projection for the heterogeneous fit is shown in blue, homogeneous fit is shown
in green and from the mean model is shown in black. The projections of all the fits are
more close to the heterogeneous limit, thus confirming strong heterogeneity. The
differences in the amplitudes is due to different shapes of the reference models. This
defines the error range in our fhet values. As expected, the heterogeneous model being the
narrowest gives the maximum heterogeneity of 96%, the mean model shows 89%
heterogeneity and the homogeneous model being the broadest gives 81% heterogeneity.
This behavior is different from the cross-over region. A slightly modified fitting
function containing a sum of eight exponentials, spaced by a factor of 5 and T0 as 130000
ps was used at Tc. The same methodology incorporating truncated svd and the reference
models was adopted to fit the 2D correlations here. Heterogeneous and homogeneous
limiting spectra are shown in Figure 5.8(a) and 5.8(c), respectively. There were three
choices for reference models, the two limits and their mean. The mean spectrum is
illustrated in Figure 5.8(b). Elbow method was used to optimize the # svd and the fits with
similar χ2 value of 3.224×10-7 are selected.
The final decay spectra are shown in Figure 5.8(d)-(f). At Tc, the heterogeneous
prediction Figure 5.8(a)) is broader than the heterogeneous prediction at 272.5 K (Figure
5.4(a)) and comes closer to the homogeneous prediction (Figure 5.8(c)). This can also be
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seen in the diagonal projections in Figure 5.9(d), where the gap between heterogeneous
limit (black) and homogeneous limit (red) has decreased. The 2D decay spectra from all
the reference fits (Figure 5.8(d)-(f)) are in between the heterogeneous and the
homogeneous limits, implying less heterogeneity at Tc. Again, the exact shape of the
spectrum varies with the reference model. The diagonal projections from the fits are in
between the two limits. Despite using different reference models, the diagonal projections
of the different fits in Figure 5.9 are similar. The measured range of fhet values are, 98%
from the heterogeneous model, 82% from the homogeneous model and 83% from the mean
model.
The dynamics becomes even more homogeneous at higher temperatures. At 312.5
K, the heterogeneous prediction (Figure 5.10(a)) and homogeneous prediction (Figure
5.10(b)) are almost similar, the latter being more broad. The 2D fit using the mean model
as a reference shown in Figure 5.10(c) is identical to the homogeneous prediction. This is
evident in the diagonal projections in Fig. 5.10(d), 2D projection (blue) overlaps
completely with the homogeneous limit (red). The gap between the heterogeneous limit
(black) and homogeneous limit has almost closed. The dynamics becomes completely
homogeneous at 412 K. The 2D analysis was repeated at this temperature as well but the
heterogeneous and homogeneous limits were completely identical. Thus, for this reason,
the 3D dynamics described in the next section, is limited to 272.5 K and 290 K.

5.4.2 3D Dynamics
A similar multiexponential model with the same value of time-spacing a and T0
was used to fit 3D correlations at 272.5 K. There were 729 free parameters

ckji

that were

optimized from the fits. Truncated svd were used to prevent overfitting and to provide
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additional smoothening. Elbow method was used to decide the cutoff for the number of svd
values.
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were regularized by using reference models. To begin this process,

the mean model developed for 2D analysis was used here as well. This was a static
empirical model that contained no rate exchange. Despite that, the 3D data insisted on
exchange and we observed broadening in the decay spectra when plotted as a function of
τ2. This is shown in Figure 5.11(a)-(d). The spectrum at the shortest time displayed here, is
similar to the 2D spectrum obtained from the mean model fit, Figure 5.6(g). The spectrum
broadened due to exchange at higher values of τ1, until it reached the homogeneous limit
(Figure 5.6(d)). Exchange was quantified by recording fhet(τ2) values from the diagonal
projections. The resulting exchange decay was used to construct a dynamic empirical
model.
The dynamic empirical model was developed by taking a linear combination of
heterogeneous and homogeneous spectra with fhet(τ2) as the contribution for the
heterogeneous spectra. Rate exchange was explicitly defined in this model but it lacked the
molecular details of the precursor-jump dynamics observed in the green’s function. This
was incorporated in the quantitative model generated later in section 5.
Both of these models were used to fit the 3D data and the resulting χ2 values as a
function of #svd were recorded, as shown in Figure 5.12. The results from the precursor
model are discussed later in section 5. The dynamic empirical model is shown in blue in
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Figure 5.12. Initial truncation of #svd doesn’t affect the χ2 values, until the elbow point is
reached where further truncation shows a dramatic increase in the χ 2. The fit parameters
near the elbow point with a similar χ2 of 4.976×10-8 were chosen as the final fit. These
refined models show a significant reduction in the χ2 value of 3.064×10-6 observed with
static mean model.
The results of the dynamic empirical model are shown in Figure 5.21(a)-(d). As τ2
increases from Figure 5.21(a) to 5.21(d), the exchange causes the decay spectra to broaden
along the antidiagonal and shrink along the diagonal. This occurs when a molecule with a
time constant T1 during τ1 exchanges to T3 during τ2, giving rise to a correlation between
T1 and T3, and thus the buildup in the off-diagonal intensity. The decay spectrum at τ2 >
exchange time, should look like the homogeneous prediction. The decay spectrum at long
times (Fig. 5.21(d)) and the homogenous spectrum in Fig. 5.6(d) are quite similar, showing
that the time range in the data is sufficient to capture exchange.
The 3D correlations at Tc were fit in a similar manner. The exchange decay
measured from the results of the static mean model was used to construct a dynamic
empirical model. The 3D fits obtained from the static model are displayed as decay spectra
in Figure 5.15(a)-(d). The fits show broadening with increase in τ2, implying rate exchange.
The dynamic mean model was applied on the data as a reference and elbow method was
used to truncate the #svd, shown in Figure 5.13. The fits with a χ2 of 8.089×10-7 were kept.
The decay spectra are shown as 2D slices in the Figure 5.15(e)-(h). Similar broadening in
the decay spectra is observed at Tc. The spectrum starts with a comparatively narrow
distribution and broadens due to rate exchange, until it reaches the homogeneous prediction
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at long τ2 values. Again, the exchange is complete within the time range. The two reference
models show quite similar results, the only difference being in the less noise at the edges
in the dynamic mean model.
The decay spectra were further reduced to the diagonal projections as a function of
τ2. The fhet(τ2) values were measured from the widths of the projections. The resulting
exchange decays at 272.5 K are shown in Figure 5.14. The decay from the empirical model
as the reference is shown as a red curve. The precursor-jump transition decay is shown in
blue for comparison. The exchange decay from the empirical model almost overlaps with
the precursor-jump transition decay, implying that the precursor state loses heterogeneity
on the same timescale as the precursor-jump transition. The mean exchange time is 17.9
µs and the excess rate dispersion is 1.617.
The exchange dynamics at Tc is different from what is observed here. The exchange
curve at Tc is shown in Figure 5.2(c) in chapter 4. The precursor state in the cross-over
region decays at a faster timescale than the precursor-jump transition, but decays slower
than the cage-precursor transition. The exchange occurs in 0.042 µs with excess rate
dispersion of 2.459. At 312.5 K, the exchange became difficult to extract since the 2D
decay spectrum at τ2 = 0 (Figure 5.10(c)) was already homogeneous.

5.4.3 Higher ℓ dynamics
The 2D and 3D dynamics discussed above was done for ℓ = 1, that captures the big
jumps. To study the small angle jumps, dynamics at ℓ = 10 was also studied. Since higher
ℓ’s are more sensitive to diffusive like motion, we were able to characterize the cageprecursor transition or the A to B transition with this method. This was done at 272.5 K
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and at Tc. The dynamical loss in information was quite significant in the higher
temperatures to detect any useful information. The 1D correlation results as a function of
ℓ have been discussed in section 2. The decays become faster and more dispersed at ℓ = 10.
The rate of change in the mean rotation times and dispersion is higher at Tc than at the
temperature below Tc.
The same reference model methodology was adopted to fit the 2D and 3D
correlations. The 2D correlations at Tc and below Tc were fit with a mean model generated
from the heterogeneous and homogeneous limits. The 2D decay spectra at 272.5 K are
illustrated in Figure 5.16. The heterogeneous and homogeneous predictions are shown in
Figure 5.16(a) and (b) respectively. The mean reference model is displayed in Figure
5.16(c). The 2D fit obtained from the mean model has a χ2 value of 6.511×10-8. The decay
spectrum (Figure 5.16(e)) looks quite similar to the heterogeneous prediction indicating
strong heterogeneity. Below Tc, fhet value of 0.89 was observed which was similar to the
value observed from the mean fit at ℓ = 1. This indicates that the A to B transition has the
same heterogeneity as the B to C transition.
Strong heterogeneity is observed at Tc as well. The 2D data (Figure 5.17(c)) is quite
narrow and resembles heterogeneous prediction. The displayed fit has a χ 2 value of
5.709×10-6. The diagonal projection from the data (Figure 5.17(d) in blue) is closer to the
heterogeneous prediction (black) than the homogeneous prediction (red). This is evident in
the high fhet value of 0.934. This value is slightly more than the heterogenous dispersion at
ℓ = 1 (fhet = 0.84).
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The 3D correlations at both temperatures were fit in a similar manner. A static mean
model was used to as reference to begin with and a second generation dynamic model was
constructed from the results of the first fit. Elbow method was used to tune the svd values.
At 272.5 K, the fits with a χ2 value of 6.883×10-8 is kept and at Tc, the fit with a χ2 value of
7.551×10-8 is kept. The selected correlations from both models are displayed as 2D decay
spectra in Figure 5.18 and Figure 5.19 for 272.5 K and 290 K, respectively. The top panels
in Figure 5.18(a)-(d) and Figure 5.19(a)-(d) show the results from the static model. The
bottom panels Figure 5.18(e)-(h) and Figure 5.19(e)-(h) are the results from the dynamic
mean model. Both models show the same broadening due to rate exchange and reach the
homogeneous limit at the highest τ2 observed here. At Tc, a small fraction of the correlation
was missing at very short times but we were able to construct the fhet(τ2) decay.
The fhet(τ2) decays were constructed by measuring the widths of the diagonal
projections. The exchange decays are illustrated as red curves in Figure 5.20. These curves
represent the loss of heterogeneity in A to B transition. The black curves are the 1D
rotational decays at ℓ = 10 and the blue decays are the B to C transition decays. The slower
set of decays is for 272.5 K and the faster set of decays correspond to Tc. For both
temperatures, the exchange is slower than the 1D rotation decay, by a factor of 3.4 below
Tc (12.44 µs) and by a factor of 3.9 at Tc (0.0424 µs). At 272.5 K, the ℓ = 10 exchange
decays slightly faster than the ℓ = 1 exchange, by a factor of 1.4 and with an excess rate
dispersion of 2.348 which is similar to the dispersion of 1.617 observed at ℓ = 1. The factor
of 1.4 observed in the exchange times might not be real and could be attributed to the
oscillations in the long tail observed in the ℓ = 10 exchange curve. At Tc, the mean exchange
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times at ℓ = 10 and ℓ = 1 are comparable, the latter being fast by a factor of 1.1 than the
former. Again, this difference might be due to the long tail oscillations. The ℓ = 10 decay
is less disperse (de = 0.6439) than the ℓ =1 decay (de = 2.459).
The exchange process at 272.5 K happens on a similar timescale as the B to C
transition decay. This indicates that no substantial loss in heterogeneity happens in the A
to B transition and the big jumps control the rate exchange. Thus, below Tc, the small angle
motion occurs with retention in memory of their initial configuration and large angle
motions occur with loss in memory. This behavior has been built into the quantitative
model discussed in the next section. At Tc, this scheme starts to break down. The exchange
happens on a faster timescale than the B to C transition decay, implying some loss of
heterogeneity in the A to B transition. Thus, the small angle motions cause memory loss at
Tc. The quantitative model in the next starts to break down at Tc, therefore the model has
been exclusively applied at 272.5 K.

5.5 2D and 3D dynamics – modeling
5.5.1 Developing the model
The three distinct states observed at 272.5 K are modeled quantitatively in this
section. A quantitative model is developed in this section. The sharp peak at early times is
called the A state in our formalism. The molecules are trapped in their cages and shown
small movements in this state. This is also called the quiescent state (Q state). At
intermediate times, early peak is accompanied by another feature that grows over time
before an equilibrium state is achieved. We call this intermediate state B state or the
precursor state (P state). The equilibrium state is achieved when molecules escape from
their cages and make a jump to another cage. This is called the C state.
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The Green’s function for transition between two dynamical states S1 and S0 can be




represented as G S S (  1q1 |  0 q 0 ;  n,  ) , where S0 is the initial state and S1 is the final
1 0



state. The rate heterogeneity in the two states is represented by q0 and q1 respectively, 

is the orientation variable and the number of jumps is represented by n . Let’s start with a
simplified Green’s function with no jumps during the transition from S0 to S1,

GS





( 1q1 |  0 q 0 ; 0, )
1S 0



 PS (  1 ) q ( q1  q 0 )G S
1

1S 0

( )

(148)

where, Ps is the equilibrium probability of the S1 state. Integrating over the orientational
1

variables gives,
1
l
l
GS S (q1 | q0; )   (2l 1)P ( X )PS ( X )dX   q (q1  q0 )GS S ( )
 1

1 0
1
1 0
l

 PS  q (q1  q0 )GS S ( )
1

1 0

(149)
Now, substituting S1 and S0 states with P and Q states gives four possible transition
l
pathways. The first pathway is transition from Q to Q (A to A transition) GQQ
,

l

l

GQQ(q1 | q0; )  PQ (q1  q0)GAA( , q0 )

(150)

l
The second possibility is the transition from Q to P (A to B state) GPQ
,

l
GPQ
(q1 | q0 ; )  PPl  (q1  q0 )GBA ( , q0 )

(151)
l

The third possibility is the transition from P to P (B to B state) GPP ,
l
GPP
(q1 | q0 ; )  PPl  (q1  q0 )GBB ( , q0 )
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(152)

The fourth possibility, the transition from P state back to P state reduces to zero, since after
escaping from a cage, particles don’t go back to a caged state before making a jump,
l
GQP
(q1 | q0 ; )  0

(153)

In the presence of one or more jumps, the Green’s function is represented as,

G S

1S 0





(  1q1 |  0 q 0 ; ) 






 n 1

G S





(  1q1 |  0 q 0 ;  n , )
1S 0

(154)

 Peq (  1 ) Peq ( q1 ) Ps G CS ( , q 0 )
1

0


where, Peq (1 ) is the equilibrium probability. We also have summation over the number

of jumps here. Integrating over the orientational variables gives a dependence on the
angular momentum number l,
1
l
l
GS S (q1 | q0 ; )   (2l 1) P ( X )Peq ( X )dX  Peq (q1) f S S ( ) PS
 1

1 0
1 0
1
  l ,0 Peq (q1)PS GCR ( , q0 )
1

0

(155)
Similar substitution of S0 and S1 states gives similar four transition pathways, GQQ
l

l (q1 | q0; )  l,0PQeqPeq (q1)GCA
 ( )
GQQ

(156)

 is the transition from A to C state and is equivalent to 1 GBA  GAA . The second
Here, GCA
possibility GQP
l reduces to zero,

l (q1 | q0; )   l ,0PQeq Peq (q1)[1 GBB ( )]GCB
 ( )
GQP
0

(157)
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Similarly, we can represent the transition from Q to P state,
l
eq
 ( )
GPQ(q1 | q0; )  l,0PP Peq (q1)GCA

(158)

and the transition from P to P state,
l
 ( )
GPP
(q1 | q0 ; )   l ,0 PPeq Peq (q1)GCB

(159)

The 1D modal correlation function is related to the Green’ function as follows,

Cml ( )  (Yml (t1)Yml (t 0 ))  Gml ( )

(160)

l

where, Ym is the spherical harmonics of order ℓ. Integrating over all the possible m values
gives,
l
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l
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 P l G ( , q) P eq  G ( , q) P eq  
A
AB
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 A  AA
  dq1dq0 
 Peq (q)
 PBl G BA ( , q) PAeq  G BB ( , q) PBeq  



(161)
Here, we have incorporated both the non-jump and jump states in the above
formalism. Writing the above equations in the X-space gives,
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 Peq ( X )  dq 1  G BA  G AA  PA  1  G BB  PB Peq (q )
(162)
Substituting GAB to 0 in the above equation reduces it to the following,

G( X , )  PA ( X ) GAA ( qT )PAeq
eq

 GBB ( qT )PB

q

q  PB ( X )(

GBA ( qT ) PAeq

q

)  Peq ( X )[1  A( )  B( )]
(163)

To construct a kinetic model, we need to describe the transition from Q to P state in terms
of rate of reaction. The rate of reaction of the Q state is given as,

dQq
dt



1
Q
Tq q

(164)

where, T is the mean decay time and Qq is the population of molecules in the Q state.
Replacing X 

t
and integrating over X gives,
Tq
dQq
dX

 Q
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Q( X )  e

X

(165)

Since G AA and G QQ are equivalent, we can write,

GAA ( qT )  exp( qT )

(166)

The rate of reaction of the B state is described as,

dPq
dt



dQq
P

b q
dt
aTq
1

(167)

Here, a is the ratio of the lifetimes of the transition from the A to B state to the transition
from B to C state and the b is the ratio of the dispersions in the two transitions. Substituting
X gives,

dPq
dX



1
aq

P 
b1 q

dQ
dX

(168)

If Pq (0)  1, Q (0)  0 , giving Q ( t )  0 . Making this substitution in the above equation and
integrating X gives,

dPq
dX



1
aq

P
b1 q
b1

P  exp(X aq )
q

(169)

This gives us G BB ,

  aTq 
GBB ( aTq)  exp  b1 
 q
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(170)

The A to B transition is written as,

GBA ( )  Pq f ( X )GBB ( )

(171)

Replacing in the values of Pq and f ( X ) gives,

GBA ( ) 

1



1  aq b1



1



1  aq




 X 
 X 
1

exp(

X
)
exp
exp


 b1 


1
 aq b1 



 aq 



b1 1

 GBB ( )  G AA ( ) 
(172)
eq

The equilibrium distribution in the A state PA (q) is

PAeq (q) 
Replacing   aq

(b1)

aq

b1

1 aqb1

(173)

eq

in PA (q) gives,



eq

PA (q) 

1 

(174)
eq

The equilibrium distribution in the B state PB (q) is

1

eq

PB (q) 
Replacing   aq

(b1)

eq

(175)

b1

1 aq
eq

in PB (q) gives,

PB (q) 

1
1 

(176)
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5.5.2 2D model
To quantify heterogeneity in the B to C transition, 2D Green’s functions were
constructed. The 2D function comprises of four allowed transition pathways (1) A→A→A,
meaning A to A transition in 1 and the same A to A transition in  2 as well, (2) A→A→B,
(3) A→B→B and (4) B→B→B. The summation of the four pathways gives the 2D Green’s
model,
ll

l

l

eq

G ( 2 ,1)  PAPA GAA ( 2 )GAA(1)PA
l

l

eq

l

l

eq

l l

eq

PB PA GBA ( 2 )GAA (1)PA  PB PB GBB ( 2 )GBA (1)PA
PB PB GBB ( 2 )GBB (1)PB

(177)

eq
eq
Substituting for PA (q) , PB (q) and G BA in the above equation gives,

Gll ( 2 , 1)  PAl PAl GAA ( X 2 )GAA ( X1)
PBl PAl
l

l

PB PB


1 









G ( X )  GAA ( X 2 ) GAA ( X1)
 1  BB 2
1 
G ( X )  GAA ( X1) GBB ( X 2 )
 1  BB 1
1 

PBl PBl GBB ( X 2 )GBB ( X1)
Rearranging the terms gives,
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1 
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Rewriting the 2D Green’s function in terms of discrete summation gives the 2D
rate spectrum,
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The parameters a and b used in the 2D model are optimized from the 1D fit. The
2D precursor model at ℓ = 1 is shown as a decay spectrum in Figure 5.6(c). This model
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captures the strong heterogeneity observed below Tc and is a better choice for a reference
model than the mean model discussed in section 3, since the three-state dynamics is
explicitly built in the model. Elbow method was used to optimize the number of svd. The
χ2 values as a function #svd are shown in Figure 5.4 in orange. The fit near the elbow point
having similar χ2 value of 1.054×10-8 as the rest of the models was selected, see Figure
5.6(h) under the precursor model fit. This decay spectrum resembles the shape of the
precursor model, confirming strong heterogeneity.
The spectra were reduced to diagonal projections to quantify fhet. The projection for
the model at ℓ = 1 is illustrated as orange curve in Figure 5.7(a). This projection came to
be quite similar to the heterogeneous limit (shown in green), with fhet as 99% in the
precursor model. The projection for the data at ℓ = 1 is shown as an orange curve in Figure
5.7(b). As expected, this is quite close to the projection from the heterogeneous fit. The fhet
from the precursor fit comes out be 94%, which is comparable to the fhet of 98% from the
heterogeneous fit.
The precursor model was generated for higher ℓ dynamics as well and is illustrated
in Figure 5.16(d). The spectrum looks completely heterogeneous with fhet of 100%. This is
similar to fhet observed from the model at ℓ = 1. The 2D data at ℓ = 10 was fit with the
precursor model as a reference and shown as a decay spectrum in Figure 5.16(f). The
displayed fit has a χ2 value of 1.628×10-7. This resembles the fit obtained from the mean
model, see Figure 5.16(e). The spectrum looks dominantly heterogeneous that is evident in
the fhet value of 88%. These results confirm that the precursor model is quite reasonable
with the 2D correlation data.
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5.5.3 3D Model
To study the mechanism of the loss of heterogeneity of the precursor state, the
model was extended to three dimensions (3D). The 3D Green’s function is written as
follows,

GSl S (q3 | q2 ; ) 
3 2

G ( 3 )G ( 2 )G ( 1)   S S
l

0

l

3 2 S1S 0

G 0 (q | q ; ) 
 S 2S1 2 1

G0 (q | q ; )
 S 2S1 2 1 
l

GS S (q1 | q0 ; )
1 0

eq
PS Peq (q)
0

(182)

During the second time interval τ2, exchange can occur and the system loses all the
memory of its initial configuration. This happens then the molecules make a big jump and
reach equilibrium distribution. To account for that, the 3D function has both non-jump and
jump terms during τ2. Expanding the jump terms in the above equation gives,
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There are fourteen allowed transition pathways for 3D, out of which five are without jump
and the rest nine are with jumps. The non-jump terms are,
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The exchange happens during a jump, these terms are given in Equation 185. The
precursor model at ℓ = 1 is shown as decay spectra in Figure 5.21(i)-(l). The model clearly
shows broadening in the antidiagonal direction due to rate exchange. The precursor-jump
dynamics has been comprehensively built into this model, making it a well suited candidate
for the reference model in 3D fitting. The χ2 values of the 3D fits at ℓ = 1 were recorded as
a function of #svd, see black curve in Figure 5.12. The 3D fit near the elbow point with χ 2
of 5.544×10-8 was chosen. This value is slightly higher than the χ2 observed from empirical
model. This is reasonable because the model imposes restrictions on the fit but the
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empirical model allows for more flexibility. The results from the precursor model are
illustrated as slices of 2D decay spectrum in Figure 5.21(e)-(h). This is compared to the fits
obtained from the dynamic empirical model in Figure 5.21(a)-(d). Similar broadening due
to rate exchange is observed with precursor model as well. The exact shape of the decay
spectra from the two models is quite different. This implies that the decay spectrum is not
unique and is dependent on the choice of reference model.
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The fhet(τ2) decay was constructed from the diagonal projections. The exchange
decay from the precursor model fit as a green curve in Figure 5.14. The exchange timescale
is 10.96 µs with an excess dispersion of 1.908. The exchange decay generated from the
quantitative model (orange) is shown as reference in the same figure. The model has an
exchange time of 10.33 µs and has an excess dispersion of 3.380. The exchange decay from
the precursor fit is slightly faster than the A+B transition decay (blue curve) and the
empirical decay (red), and follows the quantitative model (orange) more closely. Although
the choice of reference models affects the exact shape of the final exchange decay, the
decays are well within the error range.
The precursor model was used to generate dynamics at ℓ = 10 as well. This is
displayed as decay spectra in Figure 5.18(i)-(l). This model was used to as a reference to
fit the 3D correlations at ℓ = 10. The fits with a χ2 value of 7.915×10-8 were selected. This
value is slightly higher than the χ2 observed from the empirical model, similar to the trend
we observed at ℓ = 1. The results from the precursor fit are shown in Figure 5.18(e)-(h).
The spectra show visible rate exchange. The exchange decay from this fit is shown as a
green curve in Figure 5.20. The exchange decays in 12.09 µs with an excess dispersion of
2.348. This exchange decay almost overlaps with the decay observed from the empirical
fit in red in the same figure. The exchange decay obtained from the precursor model is
slightly faster (orange) with an exchange time of 10.44 µs but similar excess dispersion of
2.506. This confirms that the developed quantitative model resembles the 3D data quite
well.
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5.6 Conclusions
Overall, a well-defined precursor state before a rotational jump is detected in the
crossover region with 1D Green’s functions. This is characterized with multidimensional
correlations and a comprehensive quantitative model. The precursor state is rationalized
as softening of the cages formed by the neighboring molecules resulting in less restricted
molecular motion. At temperatures much higher than Tc, this behavior disappears, and the
dynamics becomes dominated by diffusive motion with small rotational jumps.
The 2D correlations corroborate rate heterogeneity to be the dominant cause of rate
dispersion, as established previously. Both, big angle rotational jumps and small angle
jumps are found to be heterogeneous. Rate domain lifetimes are measured with 3D
correlations. The domain lifetimes are faster than the alpha relaxation time at Tc. Lowering
the temperature to 272.5 K, causes a slowdown in the domain lifetime resulting in an
overlap with the alpha relaxation time. This trend continues near Tg where the domains
survive even longer and retain their orientational memory. This behavior might be due to
the presence of compact interlocked domains near Tg and string like separated domains at
higher temperature. A multidimensional quantitative model is developed that also suggests
a slower domain lifetime below Tc. Further theoretical work needs to be done to build a
suitable model at higher temperatures.
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(1)
(1)
Figure 5.1 Renormalized 1D mode-correlation functions Cnn ( 1 ) Cnn (0) for ℓ = 1 (black)

to 20 (dark grey) (slowest decay to fastest) shown in the first column, the mean rotation
times vs ℓ (ℓ +1) shown in the second column and the excess rate dispersion in the third
column. The first row represents 272.5 K, second row 290 K (Tc), third row 312.5 K and
the fourth row 410 K.
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Figure 5.2 Top row: 272.5 K, second row: 290 K, third row: 312.5 K and fourth row: 410
K. First column: Slices of the Green’s function G(X1 | 1; τ) (points) starting at X1 = 1. Slices
(1)
are shown at decays C11 ( 1 ) = 0.98 (red), 0.7 (black), 0.5 (green), 0.3 (blue), 0.1 (dark

yellow) and 0.002 (wine red). Second column: Renormalized slices of the Green’s function
(1)
G(X1 | 1; τ), shown at decays C11 ( 1 ) = 0.9 (black), 0.7 (red), 0.5 (green), 0.3 (blue), and

0.1 (dark yellow).
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Figure 5.3 Population decays obtained from fits to the Green’s functions at 272.5 K (a) and
290 K (b). A to B transition decay with data (red points) and fit (solid red). B to C transition
decay with data (blue points) and fit (solid blue).
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Figure 5.4 Slope m obtained from the fit to the C state at 290 K.
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Figure 5.5 χ2 values as function of #svd values for different reference models,
heterogeneous model (green), homogeneous model (blue), mean model (black) and
precursor-jump model (orange).
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(2)
Figure 5.6. 2D correlation functions as decay spectra Cˆ rot (T3 , T1 ) at 272.5 K for ℓ = 1.

Predictions for (a) pure heterogeneous dispersion, (b) mean of heterogeneous and
homogeneous limits, (c) pure homogeneous dispersion. (d) Spectrum generated from the
2D precursor-jump model, (e) 2D fit using heterogeneous limit as a reference, (f) 2D fit
using homogeneous limit as a reference, (g) 2D fit using mean model as a reference and
(h) 2D fit using precursor-jump model as a reference. The illustrated fits have a similar χ2
value of 1.054×10-8.
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Figure 5.7. Diagonal projections from different reference models at 272.5 K for ℓ = 1. The
dashed curves are the limiting cases, heterogeneous in purple and homogeneous in red. The
solid curves are the projections from the fits to the data with different reference models,
heterogeneous model (green), homogeneous model (blue), mean model (black) and
precursor-jump model (orange).
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(2)
Figure 5.8. 2D correlation functions as decay spectra Cˆ rot (T3 , T1 ) at 290 K for ℓ = 1.

Predictions for (a) pure heterogeneous dispersion, (b) mean of heterogeneous and
homogeneous limits and (c) pure homogeneous dispersion. (d) 2D fit using heterogeneous
limit as a reference, (e) 2D fit using homogeneous limit as a reference, and (f) 2D fit using
mean model as a reference.
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Figure 5.9. Diagonal projections from different reference models at 290 K for ℓ = 1. The
dashed curves are the limiting cases, heterogeneous in black and homogeneous in red. The
solid blue curve is the projection from mean reference model. The solid curves are the
projections from the fits to the data with different reference models, heterogeneous model
(dark yellow), homogeneous model (orange) and the mean model (green).
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(2)
Figure 5.10. 2D correlation functions as decay spectra Cˆ rot (T3 , T1 ) at 312.5 K for ℓ = 1.

Predictions for (a) pure heterogeneous dispersion and (b) pure homogeneous dispersion.
(c) Spectra from the 2D analysis of the simulation data. (d) Diagonal projections from the
heterogenous prediction (black), homogeneous prediction (red) and 2D data (blue).
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(3)
Figure 5.11. 3D correlation function Cˆ rot (T3, 2 ,T1) at 272.5 K for ℓ = 1. (a)-(d) 3D fit using

static mean of heterogeneous and homogeneous limits as a reference.
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Figure 5.12. χ2 values as function of #svd values for 3D fits at 272.5 K for ℓ = 1, using
different reference models. Dynamic mean model (blue) and precursor model (black).
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Figure 5.13. χ2 values as function of #svd values for the 3D fit at 290 K for ℓ = 1, using
dynamic mean reference model. The fit with a χ2 of 8.089×10-7 is selected.
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Figure 5.14. The apparent heterogeneity fhet(τ2) (red) at 272.5 K for ℓ = 1, extracted from
3D analysis using dynamic empirical model as reference (Fig. 5.21 a-d) and (green)
extracted from the precursor model as reference (Fig. 5.21 e-h). The A+B transition decay
(blue) is shown for comparison. The exchange decay extracted from the precursor-jump
quantitative model is shown in orange. The alpha relaxation decay is shown in black.
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(3)
Figure 5.15. 3D correlation function Cˆ rot (T3, 2 ,T1) at 290 K for ℓ = 1. (a)-(d) 3D fit using

static mean of heterogeneous and homogeneous limits as a reference. (e)-(h) 3D fit using
dynamic mean model as a reference.
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(2)
Figure 5.16. 2D correlation functions as decay spectra Cˆ rot (T3 , T1 ) at 272.5 K for ℓ = 10.

Predictions for (a) pure heterogeneous dispersion and (b) pure homogeneous dispersion.
(c) mean of heterogeneous and homogeneous limits, (d) spectrum generated from the 2D
precursor model, (e) 2D fit using mean model as a reference and (f) 2D fit using precursor
model as a reference.
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(2)
Figure 5.17. 2D correlation functions as decay spectra Cˆ rot (T3 , T1 ) at 290 K for ℓ = 10.

Predictions for (a) pure heterogeneous dispersion and (b) pure homogeneous dispersion.
(c) Spectra from the 2D analysis of the simulation data. (d) Diagonal projections from the
heterogenous prediction (black), homogeneous prediction (red) and 2D data (blue).
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(3)
Figure 5.18. 3D correlation function Cˆ rot (T3, 2 ,T1) at 272.5 K for ℓ = 10. (a)-(d) 3D fit

using static mean of heterogeneous and homogeneous limits as a reference. (e)-(h) 3D fit
using dynamic mean model as a reference.
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(3)
Figure 5.19. 3D correlation function Cˆ rot (T3, 2 ,T1) at 290 K for ℓ = 10. (a)-(d) 3D fit using

static mean of heterogeneous and homogeneous limits as a reference. (e)-(h) 3D fit using
dynamic mean model as a reference.
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Figure 5.20. Comparison of 1D relaxation decay (black) at ℓ = 10, the exchange decay from
the empirical model fit (red) at ℓ = 10, precursor model fit (green) and B to C transition
decay (blue) at Tc (left) and 272.5 K (right). The exchange curve extracted from the
precursor model is shown for comparison in orange.
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(3)
Figure 5.20. 3D correlation function Cˆ rot (T3, 2 ,T1) at 272.5 K for ℓ = 1. (a)-(d) 3D fit using

dynamic empirical model as a reference. (e)-(h) 3D fit using 3D precursor model as a
reference.
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APPENDIX A
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER 3
A.1 Data reduction to time decays and spectra
The complete data set at each temperature consisted of subsets with different time
resolutions/ranges (in seconds): {0.067, 268}, {0.2, 800}, {0.5, 2000}, {1.5, 6000},{2.5,
10,000}, {3, 12,000} and {7.5, 30,000} at 244.5 K and {0.067, 268}, {0.2, 800}, {0.2,
2400}, {0.6, 2400} and {1.8, 7200} at 247.5 K. Each subset contained ~1100 singlemolecule trajectories, most with 4000 time points and one with 12 000. The details of the
experiment are reported in Ref. [90]. The current data set was presented in the Supporting
Information of that paper as a control experiment, but it was not fully analyzed at that time.
In a correlation function, each trajectory gave a number of time points that
(1)
(2)
increased rapidly with dimension: ~4×103 points for Crot , ~1.6×107 for Crot and ~6.4×1010

(3)
for Crot . Thus, the total number of data points was originally ~5×10 14 at each temperature.

A complete description and justification of the techniques developed to combine and
reduce this data set will be given in a future publication [110]. A summary of the major
points is given here.
An automated routine detected permanent photobleaching and truncated the
trajectories as needed before calculating correlation functions. Correlation functions were
calculated as averages over bins that were approximately equally spaced in the logarithm
of time, with roughly 14 bins per decade. The correlation functions from different
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molecules at a single time resolution were then averaged. (See the points in Fig. 3.1 for an
example.) Data sets with different time ranges and resolutions were combined by fitting
to a common curve. These curves were generated from multiexponentials with fixed,
evenly spaced time constants:
 1 

 aiT 
0


3

(1)
Crot
(1)   ci exp  
i 3

(2)
Crot
( 3,1) 

3



3

(A186)
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k 3 i 3
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and
(3)
C rot
( 3 ,  2 ,  1 ) 
3

3
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 j2  i 1
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  a T 0 a T 0 a T 0

c kji exp   






(A188)

These functional forms are convenient, but they do not dictate the results; any form
that closely interpolates the data would give similar results. The time-constant spacing, a
= 5, was small enough to accurately fit the data, but large enough to provide
(1)
averaging/smoothing of the decays in time. In the fit to Crot , the values of ci were the same

for the two temperatures, and the reference times, T0(243.5 K) and T0(245.5 K), were
(2)
(3)
shifted between the temperatures. For Crot and Crot , the reference times were fixed at the
(1)
values from fitting Crot , and the values of c ki and

ckji

were fit independently at each of the

temperatures. In addition, symmetry in τ1 and τ3 was enforced. The fits were done with
singular-value decomposition, which allowed additional averaging/smoothing by
(1)
eliminating the largest singular values. Ultimately, Crot is represented by five independent
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(2)
degrees-of-freedom (including normalization constant), Crot by 15 at each temperature and
(3)
Crot
by 70 at each temperature, a tremendous reduction from the original representation.

This reduction can also be viewed as an averaging of the data, which results in a substantial
reduction in noise.
(1)
The reduced Crot is presented as a time-domain decay in Fig. 3.1 (solid curves);
(2)
(3)
the reduced Crot and Crot are presented in Figs. 3.2, 3.3, and A.1 as decay spectra. Decay

spectra are a lossless transformation containing the same information as the time-domain
correlation functions.

A.2 Reproducibility and error assessment
The data reduction described in the last section was designed to average noise, but
to avoid smoothing real features. Judging success is subtle, because the noise is not from
typical measurement error, which varies randomly from point to point. The noise is
dominated by sampling noise, which is highly correlated in time [84,89] and thus is not
susceptible to simple statistical tests.
In lieu of a detailed discussion of the methods [110], the reliability of the final
results can be justified by comparing the two temperatures measured.

For each

temperature, the data have been independently collected and analyzed. They have been
time shifted by mean times that have been determined independently from the analysis of
(1)
Crot
. There is a mild “conditioning” in the fitting of and to Eqs. (A187) and (A188): to

the extent that different combinations and can fit the data without increasing chi-square,
the combination most consistent with is chosen. Because the same was used for both
temperatures, there is a potential link between the fits, but a small one.
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If time−temperature superposition is accepted, the two temperatures represent
independent, replicated measurements that would be identical in the absence of
(2)
experimental errors. The results for Crot are compared in Figs. 3.2(c) and 3.2(d); those for
(3)
Crot
are compared in Figs. A.1(a–d) and A.1(e–h). In these comparisons, there are minor,

small scale variations, indicating that not all the experimental noise has been removed and
thus that no real features have been lost. The comparisons also show that the major
structures responsible for the conclusions of the Rapid Communication are repeatable.
Figure A.2 makes a similar comparison between the apparent heterogeneity decays
fhet(τ2) calculated for each temperature from the 3D spectra. The integration of the 3D
spectra to calculate fhet(τ2) further averages experimental noise, resulting in good precision
in the final results. The existence of two distinct phases of exchange and the time scales
of each are reproduced well in both data sets. The largest error is in the relative amplitudes
the two phases.

A.3 Calculating model spectra
The model decay spectra in Fig. 3.2(a) and 3.2(b) are key references for interpreting
the experimental decay spectra. They are based on several theoretical limiting
relationships:
(2)
(1)
Crot
(3,1)  Crot
(3 1) ,

(A189)

for a minimally correlated (purely heterogeneous) system, was used to calculate Fig. 3.2(b);

(2)
(1)
(1)
Crot
( 3,1)  Crot
( 3 )Crot
(1) ,

(A190)

for a maximally correlated (purely homogeneous) system, was used to calculate Fig. 3.2(a);
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(3)
(1)
(1)
Crot
( 3, ,1)  Crot
( 3 )Crot
(1) ,

(A191)

for a system after rate exchange is complete, allows Fig. 3.2(a) to also be used as a reference
(1)
for the long τ2 limit in Fig. 3.3. In each case, the fit to the Crot (1) shown in Fig. 3.1 was

used in the calculation.

A.4 Non-parametric measures of kinetics
Nonexponential kinetics are most commonly quantified by fits to empirical functions:
stretched exponentials, Cole-Davidson plots and so on; but these functions do not readily
extend to multiple dimensions. We have developed a non-parametric approach to
quantifying both 1D and multidimensional kinetics that relies on integrals of the data, so
the results are not tied to a specific function [109,110]. These non-parametric quantities
further convert the sets of empirical coefficients ci , c ki , and

ckji

found in Sec. 0 to a smaller

number of physically meaningful numbers. The geometric-mean time

T

for either the

rotational or exchange correlation function is calculated from
ln

  dC (1) ( ) 

T
,
  d ln  / T0  
0


T0
d



(A192)

and the total dispersion of either decay is calculated from
2

 dC (1) ( ) 
,

d





d   d  ln  / T0   
0


(A193)

where T0 is the time unit used, for example, T0 = 1 s. In this way, the 1D data is finally
reduced to two measured quantities.
The total dispersion is decomposed using a standard model for rate heterogeneity: the
sample consists of multiple subensembles, each of which has a homogeneous decay g(τ/T),
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where T is the time constant for the subensemble. Rate heterogeneity arises from a
distribution of time constants P(T). Thus, the standard, 1D correlation function is


C(1) (1)   dT g(1 / T)P(T) .
0

(A194)

Equation (A193) is applied to the decay of a single rate subensemble to calculate the total
homogeneous dispersion,

d hom  d exp 



0

2   dg ( ) 
d  ln  / T0   
,
 d 

(A195)

The heterogeneous dispersion,


2

dhet   dT ln / T0  P(T) ,
0

(A196)

characterizes the heterogeneity.
These numbers are most easily understood as moments on a logarithmic time axis of
the “decay spectrum” [Eq. (A188)] and its multidimensional generalizations.
geometric-mean time

T

The

is the mean (first moment) of a 1D decay spectrum; the dispersion

d is the variance (second central moment) of that spectrum. Integrating the 2D decay
spectrum (Fig. 3.2) along the diagonal (or antidiagonal) and taking the variance of the
projection gives drot − dhet = dhom + dexp (or drot + dhet). From these values, the fraction of
the excess dispersion due to heterogeneity fhet can be calculated [Eq. (A191)]. Thus, the
2D data is reduced to a single piece of information beyond the 1D results.
The 3D correlation is analyzed by calculating a 2D decay spectrum at each value of
τ2. The projection along the antidiagonal is strongly perturbed by the “filter” term (Sec. 0)
when τ2 is in a region of dichroism decay, so only the projection along the diagonal and its
variance, dhom(τ2) + dexp, are used to calculate the heterogeneity decay. Using the facts
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that dexp is a constant and that dhom() = dhet, the decay in the apparent heterogeneity is
calculated from
f het ( 2 ) 

d hom ( 2 )  d hom (0)
.
d hom ( )  d hom (0)

(A197)

Because this analysis integrates over two dimensions, we can estimate that the f(τ2)
curves have 4–5 degrees of freedom remaining. Thus, the mean times of the fast and slow
phases, their relative amplitude and the dispersion of the slow phase are robust features,
but reading more detail into the curves is not justified.
Overall, the integrations leading to the non-parametric quantities further reduces the
data set to a small number of independent results. This reduction is equivalent to further
averaging of noise and leads to good reproducibility in the results. Because the nonparametric approach relies on integrals over an infinite range, but the data range is finite,
the methods used to cut-off the integration are important. Care has been taken to match
the procedures for the two temperatures [110], allowing good precision in our results.
However, an additional allowance for the uncertainty in the cut-off methods should be
added when considering their absolute accuracy.

A.5 Differences from previous multidimensional studies
A number of studies of supercooled liquid dynamics have recognized the importance
of using 3D correlation functions similar to Eq. (A190), but those earlier studies all
assumed that the dynamics during τ2 were solely due to rate exchange [92-105]. Recent
work has shown that there are additional dynamics during this time, which complicates
extracting exchange rates [91]. Here we outline the previous methods of interpreting 3D
correlation functions in a common format and re-examine them in light of these new
results.

Also note that the papers discussed in this section all analyzed computer

simulations, not experiments, were further away from the glass transition than the current
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studies, and did not look at orientational dynamics. (Section VI discusses multidimensional
experiments on orientational dynamics near Tg, but using a different type of 3D correlation
function.)
One previous method required measuring the full 3D correlation function and
integrating over two times to give a 1D function intended to represent the exchangecorrelation function,
 1 ( 2 ) 





0  0



d  3 d  1 C (3) ( 3 , 2 , 1 )
  2 1C (1) ( 3 )C (1) ( 1 )

,

(A198)

where β2 is the kurtosis (fourth central moments divided by variance squared) of the
equilibrium distribution of the observable P(D). This approach was used by Saito and
coworkers for simulations of density fluctuations in supercooled liquids [92-95] and of
structural dynamics in proteins [96]. Another method required only a slice of the 3D
correlation function taken at a filtering time τf, and calculated by

 2 ( 2 ;  f ) 



0



d  3 C (3) ( 3 , 2 , f )
 C (1) ( 3 ) C (1) ( f )

.

(A199)

This method was used by Lenard and Berthier to discuss rate heterogeneity in
kinetically constrained models of supercooled liquids [97]. Flenner and Szamel analyzed
simulations of colloid-like liquids with a similar function [98],
 2 ( 2 ; f )  C (3) ( 3 *, 2 , f )  C (1) ( 2 )C (1) ( f ) .

(A200)

In place of an integral to find the characteristic time along τ3, they found the
maximum τ3*. A third approach is to take a different slice, τ1 = τ3 = τf, and calculate
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3 ( 2 ; f )  C (3) ( f , 2 , f )   21C (1) ( f ) 2 .

(A201)

This function has been used by Mizuno and Yamamoto [99-101], who fit the decay
along τ2 to extract an exchange time that varied with τf.
Our analysis is based on the standard model for rate heterogeneity given by Eq.
(A194). The exchange dynamics are described by Gex(T1 | T0; τ), the probability that a
molecule with time constant T0 at time t0 will have a time constant T1 at time t1 = τ + t0. If
the exchange dynamics are slow relative to the 1D decay, the 3D correlation function
breaks cleanly into two terms:



C (3) ( 3 , 2 , 1 )  1   21





0

dT g ( 3 / T )

 g ( 2 / T ) g ( 1 / T ) P (T )
  21 

 

0

0 dT3 dT1 g ( 3 / T3 )

Gex (T3 | T1; 2 ) g ( 1 / T1 ) P (T1 ) ,

(A202)

where α = 1 for jump dynamics and α = 0 for small step diffusion [91]. In the
second term, the dynamics during τ2 are determined by rate exchange, as was widely
expected. In the first term, the second time interval acts to filter rates, just as the first and
third term do. This “filter term” was neglected in earlier analyses. The relative sizes of
the terms are determined by β2. For a Gaussian distribution, β2 = 3, and the filter term is
twice the size of the exchange term.
The proposed prescriptions for measuring rate exchange can be tested against this
model. For simplicity, we assume purely heterogeneous rate dispersion—g(x) is an
exponential—and take β2 from a Gaussian distribution. Equations (A198), (A199) and
(A201) give
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and
 3 ( 2 ; f )  23 C (1) ( 2   f )
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,

(A205)

respectively. The deviation of a subensemble time constant from the arithmeticmean time constant is δT. The second term in each expression is a measure of rate
exchange, as desired. However in every case, the first and larger term is a modified version
of the relaxation of the observable. If the second, exchange term is not within the
observation window or if a single time scale is assigned to Δ(τ2), it is easy to bias the results
toward finding an exchange rate that is near the relaxation time of the observable. Although
this calculation is based on a specific model, the principle that dynamics during τ2 have a
large contribution from rate filtering is a general one.
The method used to extract exchange dynamics in this Rapid Communication are
characteristically different. From the perspective of rate spectra, previous methods looked
at change in spectral amplitudes; our method looks at changes in spectral widths. They
have been shown to be immune to rate filtering effects for the slow heterogeneity model
[109]. Thus, the observation here of a fast phase in the rate heterogeneity is a reliable one.
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Looking

at

purely

theoretical

calculations,

Diezemann

has

calculated

multidimensional correlation functions for a model for glassy dynamics [102], and
Schofield has calculated them for mode-coupling theory [103-105].

However, both

calculations use Gaussian factorization of the correlation functions, which is incompatible
with rate heterogeneity.

A.6 Differences from multidimensional NMR
A body of work in the 1990’s made multidimensional NMR measurements of
reorientation in supercooled liquids [61-72].

Although superficially similar to

multidimensional single-molecule measurements, NMR experiments yield correlation
functions that differ in important ways from their single-molecule analogs. Dichroism
dynamics are dominated by changes in the second Legendre polynomial P2(cosθ(t)), where
θ(t) is the polar angle of the molecule’s z-axis. Thus, the single-molecule 1D rotational
function is, to a good approximation,

(1)
Crot
(1)  P2 (1)P2 (0) .

(A206)

(A variety of factors can cause small deviations from this ideal [111-113].) On the
other hand, the 1D NMR correlation function is
(1)
CNMR
(1;t p )  cost p  P2(1)  P2(0) ,

(A207)

where δ is the quadrupolar coupling constant, and tp is the width of the NMR pulses.
In the limit δtp  1, the NMR correlation function approaches the single-molecule
(1)
(1)
correlation function, CNMR (1;0)  Crot (1) . For large values of δtp, the NMR function is
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relaxed by angular motion of size Δθ  π/(δtp). By measuring the change in decay as δtp
is increased, the size of the orientational jumps can be found [114].
Single-molecule measurements are extended to 3D by forming
(3)
C rot
( 1 )  P2 ( 3   2   1 ) P2 ( 2   1 )

 P2 ( 1 ) P2 (0)

.

(A208)

In contrast, NMR experiments are extended to
(3)
C NMR
( 2 , 1 )  cos  t p  P2 ( 2  2 1 )  P2 ( 2   1 )  

 cos  t p  P2 ( 1 )  P2 (0)  

.
(A209)

Although nominally a 3D experiment, experimental limitations have restricted
NMR measurements to the 2D slice in Eq. (A209). Multidimensional NMR experiments
have also been confined to large values of δtp that are dominated by single jumps and fast
decays. For example, measurements in o-terphenyl used π/δtp = 6° [70], near the typical
jump size of ΔΩ ~ 10° [114]. In contrast, single-molecule measurements focus on rotation
over a range of ~90°, an angle that reverses the sign of P2(cosθ(t)). This motion reflects
the accumulation of many jumps and requires longer times. Thus, multidimensional NMR
and single-molecule measurements of rate exchange involve interrelated, but distinctly
different, processes. For this reason alone, the results of the two experiments are not easy
to compare.
Section 0 showed that in single-molecule correlation functions, the dynamics
during τ2 involve both rate exchange and rate filtering, potentially confusing the
interpretation.

Both the interpretation of experimental NMR studies [61-72] and
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theoretical work on NMR correlation functions [63] have explicitly assumed that rate
filtering does not occur during τ2 for the function in Eq. (A209). Heuer has used a similar
correlation function and the same assumption for simulations of density fluctuations
[106,107]. Sillescu has made a rigorous examination of this assumption [J. Chem. Phys.
104, 4877 (1996)]. There is an exact cancellation of rate-filtering terms in the limit of large
jumps, ΔΩ ≫ π/δtp. However, experiments have been conducted away from this limit,
with ΔΩ ≈ π/δtp. The degree of cancellation in this case and the influence of rate filtering
on NMR measurements of rate exchange remain open questions. These uncertainties
further complicate the reconciliation of NMR and single-molecule results.
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(3)
Figure A.1 3D correlation functions Cˆ rot (T3 , 2 , T1 ) at 244.5 K (a–d) and 247.5 K (e–h).
Each panel is normalized to unit volume. Figure 3.3 shows the mean of these two data
sets.
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Figure A.2 The apparent heterogeneity fhet (τ2) extracted from the 3D correlation data
(Fig. A.1) at each temperature (244.5 K solid red, 247.5 K solid blue). The slow phase has
been separated and corrected for deviations from the slow-heterogeneity limit to give the
correlation function of the molecular time constant (dashed). The 1D correlation functions
for full rotation (black, from Fig. 3.1) is shown for comparison. Figure 4 shows the means
of these two data sets.
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